
Terrestrial Vegetatio n

Range of Natural  Variabi l i fy

The vegetation of Jackson Creek has varied as widely as its climate. During the last ice-age, the
landscape was dominated by a dry-subalpine woodland composed of bristlecone and limber pines
and Engelmann spruce @rubaker 1988). This was followed by the Xerothermic period, when the
vegetation of southwest Oregon was similar to the present-day chappard type of California
(White 1994) The Douglas-fir dominated forests that dominate the current landscape have only
existed for about 5,000 years (Brubaker 1988, White 1994). More rec€nt variation in Jackson
Creek's vegetation is difficult to identify because of its complex fire regime:

t Large, stand replacing fues near the turn of the seventeenth c€ntury;

* Protracted periods of understory reinitiation (Oliver and Larson 1990) following frequent low
intensity fues since the 1700's.

The "natural range of variation" has become a popular, if ambiguous, way of describing a
template for waluating current ecosystem conditions in terrns of historic conditions and
suggesting management options. Its ambiguity stems from the extreme variation in historic
conditions and the difficulty of deciding which historic period to use for the comparison, not to
mention the entirely different set of conditions that exist today:

t Approximately 1500 clearcut units

i 564 miles of road

r Greatly simplified stream channels

I Temperatures as warm as they've been since about 7OO A.D.

Most investigators agree that continued, rapid accumulation of atmospheric greenhouse gases will

affect climate change in the next century @rubaker 1988). The hotly disputed effects of
accumulating greenhouse gases aside, furure climate change is both unpredictable and inevitable.

However, Brubaker (1988) recommends against making vegetation changes in anticipation of

these unkown changes. Considering this, previous disturbance and vegetation patterns can

provide a coarse filter approach to maintaining ecosystem processes and diversity. At least in the

near-term.



The Regional Ecosystem Assessment Project (REAP) (USD{ Forest Service PNW Region
1993) made an initial effort to characterize the "natural range of variation" for the Pacific
Northwest. Results fior the South Umpqua Basin are presented in Table I l.

Seral Staee Ranee of VariatiorL Current Mode.
Percent of Area Percent of Area

Rioarian Vesetation

Earlv Succession l0-40 20
Late Succession 45-75 70

Uoslooe Vesetation
Earlv Succession
without snags <5 z0
with snaes 1040 0
Late Succession
sinsle laver <5 l 5
multilavered 45-75 50

Teblc ll. Historic rrugc end current modc of screl stegc distribution within the South

Umpque besin ar cstimated by REAP.

The report correctly suggests that these broad scale results may be misleading when applied to

specific locations. Fire history analysis suggests the following ranges of conditions, may have

existed in Jackson Creek since the late l8th century (Table 12). The magnitude of the variation

from these historical conditions is less significant where historical fire frequency was lower. They

represent relative shifts from those ranges presentd by REAP rather than absolute values. They

too, are coarse and will lose some resolution at finer scales.;
,

l
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Nortl of Jackson Creek Southof Jackson Creek

Serd Stage .1!Qg_&!gqrt to 4800 ft >3800 ft, south from 4800 ft

Range of Variation Percent of fuea

Rioarian Vesetation

Early Succession l0 -15 l0-20 I 5-25

late Succession 80-90 60-90 60-E0

Uoslopc Veeetation

Early Succession

without snass <5 <5 <5

wrth snags l0-20 t5-25 I 5-30

I:te Succession

sinde laver 60-E0 40-70 I 5-30

Multilavered l0-20 2045 40-E0

Tsble 12. Proposed historic range of serel stegc distribution by fire regime erea within
Jackson Crcck

Although the stem exclusion stage is not identified in this table, it's area is assumed to have been
roughly equal to the area in establishment.

Historic Vegetation

The zuccessional stages discussed throughout this report include establishment, thinning and late
succession (FEIIAT 1994). Early succession and establishment are considered synonomous and
follow I stand replacing went. Md-zuccession and the thinning stage are considered
synonomous as well. Howevei, the "thinning" stage will be referred to as the "stem exclusion"
stage (Oliver urd Larson 1990) because the latter term is more descriptive and to avoid confusion
with the silvicultural method-thinning. Late succession includes maturatiorL transitioq and
shifting gap (FEMAT 1994).

Historic Landscape Structure

Landscape-level investigations of the proportions and distribution of various forest structural or

successional conditions vary, among other ways, by method, assumptions, and the scale and focus

of the analysis (fupple 1994, Zybach 1994, Harris 1984). A landscape analysis of forests in

western Oregon, prior to logging, indicated that 80% of those dominated by Douglas-fir and 68%
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of those dominated by mountain hemlock/true fir within the Umpqua Basin were in a large
(greater than 20 and l6 inches in diameter for each qrye, respectively), closed condition. These
values, and their relative differences, are consistent with the ranges proposed for late successional
conditions in Table 12. Frequent, low intensity fire in the Douglas-fir rype eliminated understory
competition and perpetuated the dominance of large, fire resistant species. tn the mountain
hemlock/true fir type, infrequent fire allowed development of an understory between stand
replacing events whictr, in turq resulted in a smaller proportion of the landscape in this condition.
The distribution of these conditions across the landscape is as important as their proportions (Diaz

and Apostol). For western Oregorq exlcuding the north Coast, 89% of this large forest was
contiguous (Ripple 1994) Mean patch sizes of smaller trees and deforested burns (13,300 acres
and 5,287 acres, respectively) were smaller in the Umpqua Basin than elsewhere in the region
(Ripple 1994).

Maps of historic vegetation are often created using tree age data (Dia" et d. 1993). These data
aren't available for Jackson Creek and, if they were, interpretation of near-continuous tree

establishment dates is beyond the scope of this analysis. Vegetation conditions circa 1930 (Figure

6) were mapped by applying the following assumptions to the Current Vegetation Map:

I. All harvested areas, with the exception of those commercially thirured, were considered as

late successional, with spatially different vegetation conditions corresponding to Jackson

_Creek's three fire regimes.

A The norrh side of Jackrcn Creeh Douglas-fir and White Fir Series, was in the
initial stages of late nrccession. Relatively low-density stands were dominated by

large, early seral trees with a broad range of establishment dates urd a relatively
open understory. Snags, large woody debris and intolerant tree species had short

residence times and stands with these conditions were rare. Charles Jackson, an

early settler, describes the Tallow Butte-Two trfile Creek area as "an open forest

with tdl stands of ponderosa pine" (Appendix Z).

B. At low elevations, south of Jackson Creeh small, isolated patches with a multi'

layer canopy, including late seral species, snags, and large woody debris, generally

Western Henrlock Series, existed in a matrix of forest conditions, Douglas-fir and

White Fir Series, similar to those north of Jackson Creek

C. As fire frequency declined in riparian zones, Western Hemlock Series, and higler

elevations, Mountain Hemlock and Shasta Red Fir Series, late successional stands

had multi-layer canopies, and included more tolerant species, snags and large

woodv debris.

JI. Stands currently in the stem exclusion stage and those that have been commercially

thinned were in establishment, with snags.

ru. No satisfactory way could be found to identify those stands that were in stem exclusion.

Within the basin, the area in stem exclusion was roughly equal to the area in establishment

However, its spatial ilTangement is unknown.
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Statistics describing landscape characteristics are often more meaningful in high-contrast than in
low-contrast landscapes (Diaz et d. 1993). Ffistorically, much of Jackson Creek was low-contrast
because of its fue regime and remains so today because of extensive selective timber cutting.
Furthermore, the significance of these landscape statistics'magnitude is ambiguous @iaz et al.
1993). However, they may validate quditative judgements and, when compared to historical
conditions, can quantify the magnitude of changes. This process has risks if the comparison is
made with a map representing a single point in time. However, a point in time representation may
be stronger when describing a high frequenry, low intensity fire regime.

Landscape statistics describing the historicd condition throughout Jackson Creek are presented in
Table 13. The proportion of the landscape in the stem occlusion stage was assumed to have
approximated the proportion in establishment, exc€pt as noted below. The establishment stage
includes permanent as well as successional openings.

Seral Stace Prooortion Edce Number of Averace Patch
of AreaYo Distance Patches Size ac.

Establishment 25 838 30
679

Closed Forest, 75 975
Stem Exclusion l 9

I-ate Seral 56

Teblc 13. Proposed Historic Lendscape Structure within thc Jeckson Creek Watershed,
circr 1930.

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 636 62 1 1 9 2 l

Closed Foresl 53 l 0 l l I

Stem Exclusion

I-ate Seral

) )



The proportional distribution of seral stages was within the range predicted by REAp, although
the late successional stage was near the upper limit of its range. Nearly all th; closed forest
patches were less than220 acres in size. Many were in a matrix of permanent openings, others
were rernant late successional patches within a matrix of fire-caused establishment vegetation.
The only patch greater than 220 acres in size was the forest matri:c, a contiguous mid and late
seral forest over 95,000 acres in size. Establishment patches were generaily small, although some
were larger than220 acres. Because the miles of edge berween establishment and closed forest
conditions were caiculated from pixel rather than vector, data they are overestimated and are best
used for relative comparisons.

The watershed was stratified into four "Ecosystem Strata', each composed of groups of
Watershed Analysis Areas (WAA) with similar ecological or management conditions (Figure 7):

A. North side of Jackson Creek: WAA's A B, C, D and W.

B. Late Successional Reserve: WAA's E (includes some non-Late Successional Reserve):
WAA's F, G, FL L J, K L, M and K

C. Beaver Creek: WAA's P, Q, & S, T and U.

D. Whisky-Soup and north of Pickett Butte: WAA's N, O and V.

Landscape statistics for each of these WAA goups are preseirted in Tables 14-17. Riparian seral
stage perc€ntages are for the area delimited by the Record of Decision Riparian Reserves (Figure
8). For the Umpqu4 170 fiset is one site potential tree height (Site Inde.r I10, base age 50).
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Patch Size ac.

Seral Stase Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 130 l 5 2 l J

Closed Forest 3 9 2 3 2
Stem Exclusion

Late Seral

Table 14. Eistoric Landscape Structure for thc North Side of Jeckson Creek Aree

Table 15. Historic Landscape Structure for the Late Successional Reserve Area

Serd Stacc Patch Sizc Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 359 34 80 9

Closed Forest 29 4 4 I

Stem Exclusion
Late Seral

5 9



Seral Staee Prooortion Upslope Edee Number of Averaqe Upslope
of AreaYo Distance Uoslooe Patches Patch Size ac.

Riparian Uoslope

Establishment 29 28 175 34
l 3 l

Closed Forest J J 476
Stem Exclusion 29 28

Late Seral 42 44

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres .

Establishment 3 9 1 25 3 9 2
Closed Forest

Stem Exclusion A . ,
1 a 6 l 4 5

Late Seral 3 5 9 l 8 5

Table 16 Eistoric Landscape Stnrcture for thc Bcever Creek Area.

Table 17. Historic Landscape Structure for the Whisky/Coll inrPickett Areas.

Seral Stage Proportion Upslope Edge Number of Average
Upslope

of ArezYo Distance Upslope Patches Patch Size ac.
Rioarian Upslope

Establishment z5 25 237 l l

80
Closed Forest 1 4 558

Stem Exclusion 25 25
Late Serd 50 50

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres l l . l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 262 1 0 t 7 0

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 29 7 l 0 5

Late Seral 4 l 5 8 2
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In general, the landscape patterns described for the entire watershed are apparent for each WAA
group. High proportions of establishment stage north of Jackson Creelg in Beaver Creek and in
the FEMAT riparian buffer areas are a result of assumptions used to create the historic vegetation
map. The private land in Jackson Creek was probably late seral around 1930. However, much of
it is currently in stem exclusion and it was included in the assumption that current stem exclusion
was establishment around 1930. Thus, the historical proportion of establishment is overestimated.
Because of the road and timber cutting adjacent to Jackson Creelg much of the valley bonom is
currently included in stem exclusion. Consequently, it was included in the same assumption as
private land and historic riparian vegetation is wrongly mapped as establishment rather than late
successional. The Beaver Creek fire in thel930's is another reason for that watershed's high
proportion of establishment.

Composition and Stmcture of Historic Vegetation

Riparian vegetation

Frequent, low-intensity surface fires burned through the riparian zones of intermittent streams
north of Jackson Creeh and at low elevations to the sout\ thus maintaining them in a late

successional, understory reinitiation condition. In addition to fire resistant trees, fue enduring

shrubs and herbs were corlmon in thesc riparian zones. furecdotd evidence contradicts this,

suggesting that "brush along the dver never occurred" (Appendix AA). In any case, understory

variation was considerable. An interesting possibility is that frequent, low intensity fues kept tree

density, thus transpiration levels, low and many currently interminent strearrB were perennial.

Perennially wet segments of these streanrs were less affected by fire. Stand replacing riparian

fires, and @nsequently early successional conditions, were rare north of Jackson Creelc At low

elevations, south of Jackson Creek, the combination of high fue frequency, fuel accumulation in

riparian zones, and frequent long.lsrm drying probably lbft a higlrer proportion of riparian zones

in early succession. Af higher elevations, a reduction in fue frequency reduccd the proportion of

early successional riparian vegetation. In riparian zones, where less frequent, higher intensity fues

occurred shrubs and hardwoods were overtopped and killed by tolerant conifers.

Early successional vegetation

In areas of frequent, low intensity fire, low fuel loadings were maintained and establishment

conditions occurred beneath an overstory offire resistant trees and where surface fires flared to

stand-replacing intensity. Where fires were less frequent but more intense there were fewer

surviving trees and establishment conditions were more open. In additiorl there was more

t.rporJ variation in the proportion of the landscape dominated by establishment conditions.

6 l



Late successional vegetation

For the high frequency, low intensity fire regimes on both sides of Jackson Creelg late
successional conditions did not include abundant snags, large woody debris, and a multi-layered
canopy of intolerant trees--these things burned up. Rather, the landscape was dominated by
understory reinitiation (Oliver and Larson 1990) conditions where intolerang fire resistanr trees,
with a broad range of establishment dates, dominated a relatively open understory. This
combination of large tree dominance and frequent fires maintained favorable *niitio* for a wide
range of plant species. Where fires were less frequent but more intense, late successional stands
with an understory dominated by tolerant, fire sensitive trees were more conrmon It is important
to note rhat low intensity, smoldering or zurface fires did burn at higher elevations, but they
tended to favor development of a multi-layered understory dominated by tolerant trees.

Current Vegetation

Current Landscape Structure

current vegetation is mapped by the combination of three GIS layers (Figure 9):

r Unique Habitats - corrsisting of wet and dry meadows, rock outcropr, si*b fields, and some
hardwood stands;

r Timber Harvest Activity - including dl but 70 selection and 250 salvage trarvests of the
watershed's documented entries;

r Seral Stage from 1988 satellite imagery - delineates public land where timber harvest has not
occurred and dl private land into zuccessional stages. The delineated seral stages'are:
establishment, stem exclusion and late succession (FElv{AT 1994).

Management activities recorded in the Umpqua Preliminary Activities Database (UPAD) and pixel
size/structure and canopy closure data allow classification of this mapped vegetation into a variety
of habitat conditions as well as seral stage (Table l8).
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The three layers of the Current Vegetation Map provide the following proportions for seral
stages, harvest history, and unique habitats within Jackson Creek (Table l9).

Total Watershed
102,903
5,970

2,034
18,409
40,451

Acres
Percent ofArea

All Owners
Percent of

Area,Public Owne
Jackson Creek

Unique Habitats Layer
Seral Stage Layer
Establishment
Stem Exclusion
Late Succession
Timber Harvest Activity
Regeneration Harvests
Other Harvests

6

2
l 9
39

6

<2
<19
-39

)6 a)) 20
l 4

22
l 5t4.7t4

Tablc 19. Current proportions of unique habitats, seral stage of uncut public
land and all privete land, and public land harvest lctivity in Jackson Creek

The Seral Stage Layer includes 6,212 acres of private land, most of which has been cut and is in
the establishment and stem exclusion stages.

Landscape statistics calculated from the Current Vegetation Map are presented in Table 20. The
establishment stage includes unique habitats and successional openings.

Table 20. Current Landscape Structure within the Jackson Creek Watershed.

Seral Stace Prooortion Edge Number of Averase Patch

of fueaYo distance Patches Size ac.

Establishment t 7 2421 7
937

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 44. 302 148

Late Seral 39 178 221

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres l l . l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 2092 148 r72 9

Stem Exclusion 1 3 9 J J l l l l 9

Late Seral 93 L ) 49 l 3

o)



The establishment and late successional stages are near the lower end of the ranges proposed by
REAP. The stem exclusion stage, not evaluated by REAP, occupies 4a% of thi landscape, rwo
times the arnount proposed for the historic vegetation condition. This stage includes stands
regenerated after fire and currently in stem exclusioq 56% of the basin's rigeneration harvested
acres, and commercial thinnings and selective harvests. The late successional forest is quite
fragmented l3 patches are larger tban22O acres, yet the average patch size is only Z2l acres.
Establishment patch size is small, 2092 are less than I I acres in size and very few are larcer than
220 acres.

Some qualitative observations can be made from the map as well:

l) The watershed is fragmented as a rezult of dispersed regeneration hanesting.

2) Unique habitats are concentrated on south aspects in Beaver Creelg the lower reaches of
Jackson Creeh and at high elevations along the Rogue-Umpqua Divide.

3) There has been extensive and relatively contiguous selective harvesting extending north-
northeas;t from the upper reaches of PipesonefDevil's Knob Creeks througb Whisky/Soup
Creeks and into Ralptr/Tallow Creeks; and east of Saboo Creeh

a) The strip of *stem exclusion" tracing Jackson Creek represents the road rather than
zuccessional processes.

Landscape statistics for each of the four WAA groups are presented in Tables 2l-24.

Table 21. Current Landscape Structure for the North Side of Jackson Creek Area

Seral Stace Proportion Uoslooe Edce Number of Averase Uoslope
of Areao/o Distance Upslooe Patches Patch Size ac.

Rioarian Upslope

Establishment l 9 23 533 9
232

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 50 4 103 92

Late Serd 3 l 33 l l 3 63

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 441 4 l 48 J

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion & 8 26 5

Late Seral 9 l 2 l 6 4

6



Seral Staee Prooortion Upslope Edse Number of Averaqe Upslope

of AreaYo Distance Uoslope Patches Patch Size ac

Riparian Uoslooe

Establishment l 3 l 5 r223 6
438

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 30 34 168 94

Late Seral 5 7 5 l 58 4 1 6

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 1079 72 69 J

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 68 l 6 69 l 5

Late Seral 34 8 t 2 4

Table 22. Currrent Landscape Structure for the Letc Successionsl Resewe Aree

Table 23. Current Landscape Structure for the Beever Creek Aree.

Seral Stace Prooortion Upslope Edge Number of Average Upslope

of Areao/o Distance Uoslope Patches Patch Size ac.

Rioarian Upslope

Establishment l 6 t 7 457 8

r86
Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 57 6 l 67 200

Late Seral 27 L L 67 74

Seral Stage Patch Size Class
<l I Acres l l  . l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishrnent 3 9 1 25 39 2

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 42 6 t 4 5

Late Seral 3 5 9 l 8 5
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Seral Staee Proport ion Upslope Edee Number of Averaqe Upslope
of AreaYo Distance Uoslooe Patches Patch Size ac.

Riparian Upslope

Esrablishrnent l 0 t 2 289 4
77

Closed Forest
Stem Exclusion 56 57 5 l l l 5

Late Seral 34 3 l 56 58

Seral Stace Patch Size Class
<l I Acres ll.l-22 Acres 22.1-220 Acres >220 Acres

Establishment 262 l 0 t 7 0
Closed Forest

Stem Exclusion 29 7 l 0 5
Late Seral 4 l 5 8 ')

Table 24. Current Landscape Stnrcture for the Whislcy/Coflin/Pickett Areas.

The landscape patterns described for the entire watershed are apparent for each WAA group. A
high proportion of stem exclusion vegetation urd many small patches for all successional stages 

-

was found. There are some notable differences among the groups however. The Late
Successional Reserve group has the highest proportion of late zuccessional conditions and much
of that is interior habitat. Relative to the historic conditioq the proportions of stem exclusion and
late succession are reversed in all but the Late Successional Reserve Group. North of Jackson
Creelc, the proportion of establshment is above the proposed historic range. In the Whisky-
Coffin-Pickett Butte WAA goup it is near the bottom of the proposed historic range.

Interior Forest

Interior forest conditions do not occur immediately at the boundary between a clearcut and closed
forest. There is a microclimatic gradient extending into the closed forest that affects burning
vegetatior\ and wildlife conditions. This 'edge effect" depends on the contr:rst of the edge and

the forest condition being considered (Chen et d. 1992). For the western Cascades, Chen et al.
(1994) describe a "depth-of-edge-influence'as the distance from a clearcut edge at which several

forest conditions have recovered to two-thirds of their interior forest levels. Canopy cover, trees

per acre, and western hemlock regeneration (in the 0-25 inch class) recover at 145 feet, 194 feet,

and 452 feet, respectively. Edge microclimate conditions may persist for up to 600 from the

clearcut boundary (Chen et al 1990). To evaluate interior, late successional forest conditions for

wildlife, a 600 foot buffer was applied to all but tate seral stands (Figurel0). The area inside this

bufrer is considered edge, rather than interior habitat. The area outside this buffer provides a
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very conservattve representation of interior habitat. The following discussion includes the
assumption that the stem exclusion stands can function as interior habitat because of their low
contrast boundary with late successional stands (Ha.ris 1984) This is a slightly less conservarive
evaluation of interior habitat conditions within Jackson Creek.

1) Interior habitat is provided by the low-contrast mosaic of relatively unfragmented mid and late
successionai vegetation in parts of Beaver Creelg from Donegan to lower-Black Canyon
Creelg and Edeq Cougar and Paradise Creeks, and the Rogue-Umpqua Divide Wilderness.
Local connectivity between high and low elevations is provided by these areas.

2) With the exception of the above areas, late successional patches (lacking interior habitat) are
embedded in a matrix of establishment vegetation.

3) The Late Successional Reserve provides a connection between Jackson Creek and the Rogue
Basr\ via the Rogue-Umpqua Divide.

4) There is no obvious connection between Jackson Creek and Buckeye Creek to the north.

5) Interior, late successional conditiors are not continuous along Jackson Creek suggesting that it
dges not function as an effective east-west corridor. However, interior conditions do occur
from just above Beaver Creek to Whisky Creeh and for about two miles east of Bean Creek.

6) The Squaw Flat Research Natural Area provides isolated, interior habitat.

Composition and Structure of Current Vegetation

People have modified the vegetation of Jackrcn Creek. Indians modified it primarily by fire,
intentional and otherwise. lntroduced cultures have modified it primarily by grazing (White,

1994, personal communication), timb€r cutting and zubsequent management, and fire ignition and

zuppression. Jackson Creek's current vegstation is more straped by fue suppression than ignition.

Plant series provide a surrogate for Jackson Creek's potential vegetation and are mapped and

discussed in Appendix G.

lnitially, two vegetation strata were defined: vegetation affected by fue exclusion; and vegetation

affeAed by timber haryest and zubsequent rnanagement activities. Although vegetation on

haryested lands has been affectcd by fire exclusiorl this impact is generally, small relative to other

management activities. Uncut Vegetation, primarily affected by fue exclusion, was stratified into

four vegetation types based on seral stage:

r Stem exclusion with greater than 70 percent crown closure;

r Stem exclusion with less than 70 percent crown clozure;

r Late succession:
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* Late successior/high elevation-meadow mosaic, these are areas of old, closed forest

surrounding the meadows mapped by the Uruque Habitat Layer.

Vegetation affected primarily by timber management was stratified into three vegetation classes
based on silvicultural system:

* plantationsfollowingregenerationharvest;

* selective harvests and/or salvages; and commercial thinnings.

These vegetation conditions were further stratified by which side of Jackson Creek they were on

and planiseries. The vegetation plots were grouped accordinglo which of these mapped strata

they occurred in and proiessed through the Forest Vegetation Simulator i$ a t)?e- Their series

was determined from plot dat4 rather than map location. Stand strucnrre, composition and yields

were tabulated to desiribe the average conditions for these types. The range of these conditions

is in the Jackson Creek analysis fiie. Data are not presented when only two plots existed for a

type. None of the sample statistics were tested for their significance and they should only be

used, along with knowiedge of stand development processes, to identify patterns and trends.

Vegetation mapping and sampling methods are discussed in Appendix H.

Stem Exclusion Vegetation TYPes

Stem exclusion conditions with greater thanTOYo canopy closure occupy 34Yo of the watershd

(Table 25). These stands generally initiated after a fire, thus they can be expected to retain

strucrures absent from a harvested stand. The two plots with snag and large woody debris

information suggest that dead wood abundance in this type is more like that of a late seral stand

than a r*"gJltantation. [n fact, with the exception of smaller diameters and less variety in tree

species, the stem exclusion types are quite similar to the late successional types. This may be due

to successional processcs. Ii could just iui easily be due to sampling plot within a stem exclusion

stand may, in fact, have been a relict late zuccessional patch and overwhelmed the small sample.

Large woody debris density appesrs slightly higher in this type than in the regeneration harvested

typei. However, piece length may be quite different. Stand density is high in both t]ryes, more

than 1,200 trees per acre. Stand Density indices greater than 312 suggest that competition

,nort31;ty is ocanning. There are many conifer and hardwood species present, dthough there is

ror. u.h"ty within the dominant diameter classes. Absent disnrbance, the madrone, many of

the ponderosa pine and some of the Douglas-fu in the intermediate and suppressed classes can be

expected to be outcompetd by their more tolerant neighbors. The more tolerant chinquapin and

incense cedar in the understory will remain there unless some disturbance reallocates growing

space to them.

Stem exlusion conditions with less than 70 percent canopy closure occupy 5 percent of the

watershed. There is much variation within ihis class which includes, among other conditions:

stands where conifer crown closure is less than 70 percent and stem exclusion is due to tree Plus
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shrub dominance; stands that are in transition from establishment to stem exclusion: and stands
with low crown closure due to harsh site conditions
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Teble 25. Composition end Stmcture of the Stem Erclusion Vegetation Type.

Lete Succession Vegetation Types

Late successional foress, not associated with dense areas of high elevation meadows, occupy
34Yo of the watershed (Table 26). Stand density is high for all types with basal areas in the low
200s and Stand Density lndices in the low 300s. Tree volume per acre, another measure of
density, is lower in both Douglas-fu types. Tree density is apparently lower only in the Douglas-
fir Series on the North side of Jackrcn Creek This is intuitively appealing but its statisticd
significance was not evaluated. The nent lowest tree density, occurring within the Western
Henrlock Series south of Jackrcn Creelg contradicts this innritive interpretation. Strucnrrdly
then, these typ€s are virrually indistinguishable--even among Series. The intent of this
stratification was to identify geographic as-well-as among-Series differences. A larger sample
would be required to do so, if meaningful differences exist at all. Ponderosa pine occurred only in
the Douglas-fir Scries. This is consistent with data gathered by the Ecology Program. Of the
l9% of Jackson Creek's ecology plots where Ponderosa pine occurred it averaged lSoA cover in
the overstory and ranged from 2 to 35o/o. Other species were present in all types although incense
cedar is inconspiorous in the White Fir Series South of lackrcn Creek and in the Western
Hemlock Series. North of Jackson Creek and in the Douglas-fir Series south of Jackson Creelg
hardwood diversity is higher and incense cedar is conspicuous in the overstory. These incense
cedar and hardwood conditions are probably a rezult of previous wildfire. Curiously, sugar pine is
no more than?oh of tree stocking in any type. This is consistent with ecology program data.
Sugar pine occurr ed on 42o/o of the ecology plots in Jackson Creek. However, it contributed only
5oZ of overstory cover and averaged lolo cover in the understory. Anecdotal reports suggest that
sugar pine represented less than l5% of stand density historically and that it has been aggressively
logged since the 1950's (Lagoudakis l99a). Snags and large woody debris are abundant in all
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types. The statistical significance of the higher snag density north of Jackson Creek was not
evaluated.

A knobcone pine was found in Black Canyon on a very harsh site. The field crew reported that a
fire had occurred there around 1860. This short-statured, ercremely intolerant pioneertree is still
alive because it germinated on this harsh site where it is competitive. Isolated knobcone pine have
also been found further north on the south shoulder of Acker Rock and about two miles north of
South Umpqua Falls. Fire exclusion and the ascendance of larger, more tolerant conifers has
restricted it to isolated outposts from which it will evenrually disappear.
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Table 26. Composition rnd Structurc of the Lete Succession Vegetetion Type.

Late successional forests that are closely associated with dense, high-elwation meadows occupy
five percent of the Jackson Creek landscape (Table 27). Their distinguishing features are lower
tree species diversity and their close association with meadows. Structurally, they are similar to
the other late successional types. Only two plots existed for each geographical area. Both plots
nofth ofJackson Creek appear very productive.
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Table 27. Composition and Structure of the Late Succession, High Elevation-Meadow
Mosaic Vegetetion Type

Regeneration Harvested Vegetation Types

Twenty two percent of the public land within the watershed has been regeneration harvested
(Table 28). Depending on their age and site, these stands are in the establishment or stem
exclusion stage. ffis discussion applies only to stands in the stem exclusion stage. The average,
breast height, age of the sampled plots is 20 years. The snags still present in the fue-established,
stem exclusion q?e are completely absent from the regeneration haryested type. Large woody
debris density is comparable to the late successional and stem exclusion types. Howwer, piece
length may differ between the two types. The diameter distribution of this type could indicate
good diflerentiation in tree height among trees planted at a very high density. Alternatively, it
could be due to precommercial thinning with zubsequent nanral regeneration contributing to the
less-than-five inch diameter class. The latter scenario is more likely. Stand differentiation results
primarily from variation in tree spacing age, genetic makeup, and microsite (Oliver and Larson
1990). Reforestation in Jackson Creek is predominantly Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine planted
at densities in excess of 500 trees per acre, conditions associatd with slow differentiation and
tree grourth after crown closure (Oliver and Larson 1990). Stand Density Indices, in all but the
White Fir Series south of Jackson Creeh are curiously low, zuggesting that conifers are not fully
occupying thesc sites (tnng 1985). This may be an artifact of precommercial thinning. The
exclusive dominance of Douglas-fir and ponderosa pinc in the larger diameter classes is in sharp
contrast to the trec species divcrsity of the stem exclusion tlpe regenerating nahrally after a fire.
The conifer diversity in the smallest diameter class and the few hardwoods present are probably
natural regeneration following planting or precommercial thinning that made growing space
available. Growing at zuch close spacings and in the absence of disturbance, the suppressed,
intolerant conifers and the hardwoods will soon be outcompeted and die. The more tolerant and
tenacious incensc cedar will be remain in the understory where it will die a lingering death. There
is considerably more ponderosa pine in this type than in the late zuccession or stem exclusion
types and probably more than occurred historically. Ponderosa pine has been planted at high
densities throughout Jackson Creek. The seed provenance was non-locd between the mid-1950s
and the mid-1960s. Without future disturbance, this type wiil not develop the characteristic
structure and composition of naturally regenerated stands.
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Table 2t. Composition rnd Structurc of thc Regeneretion Hrrvested Vegetetion Type-

Commercially Thinned Vegetation Types

Virtudly ail of these stands regeneratd naturally after fue and are in the stem exclusion stage
(Table 29). Compared to the uncut stem exclusion type, this type lacks tree diversity in the larger
diameter classes. Higher conifer diversity in the zuppressed diameter class and the hardwoods are
probably a response to growing space made available by disturbance. The presenc€ of intolerant
sugar pine in the smaller diameter class further supports this hypothesis that it is not likely to
survive long beneath zuch a dense overstory. Snags are absent and large woody debris levels are
a result of previous logging practic€s. The type represented by these, few, plots is oq a
developmental trajectory similar to that of stands following regeneration harvest.
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Teble 29. Composition rnd Structurc of the Commercidly Thinned Vegetetion Type-

Selection Harvested Vegetetion Type

Individual tree selection logging is mapped on less than 15% of the public land within the
watershed (Table 30). This excludes significant documented, but unmapped, acreage, 250 salvage
and 70 miscellaneous tree selection entries. Generally, these entries were in late successional
stands but many were in stem exclusion stands with several emergent fire survivors. The nominal
objective of these entries varied greatly, the outcome less so. I-arge, high value trees, especially
sugar pine were removed. In some cases, advanced regeneratiorl usually of tolerant species,
quickly occupied the newly available growing space. The plot data zuggest that another outcome
was more conrmon. The newly available gowing spac€ was rapidly filled by a new and diverse
cohort of trees which are now expcriencing considerable competition (St8nd Density lndex = 270')
ilmong themselves and &om the pre-hanrest cohort of trees. [n the absence of disturbance, the
intolerant conifers and hardwoods among thcsc young trees will die and inccnse will remain a
canopy subordinate. Compositionally, this tlpe is more like the late successional type than is any
other. However, because the large trecs and snags have been removd it lacks the stnrcture of
the late nrccessional type. Large woody debrb density is comparable for the two types but
average piece length may be shorter for the selection harvested t1rp€. Armillaria root disease is
more @nspicuous in this type than others, particularly at high€r elwations (Appendix E).
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Table 30. Composition and Structure of the Selection Hervested Vegetation Typs

Special Cases

Riparian vegetation

Because of similar fire regimes, management practices and fire exclusion effects, the vegetation
types described above can be extended from the hillslopes to the riparian zones of many
intermittent streams. They do not apply to the riparian zones of perennial streams.

Subjective impressions during riparian vegetation sampling suggest that riparian buffers between
perennial streams and clear cuts are not retaining zuch riparian zone functioru as: a niesic
microclimate, stream shade, nutrient uptake and sediment filtering and streanbank stabilization.
This is probably because, for such a high contrast edgg a bufler width of one tree height provides
negligible interior conditions (Chen et al. 1992). Howwer, large woody debris input may be
elevated, for the short tenn, because many of thes€ trean tip over. Probably because the buffer is
all edge and was placed to meet a prescribed distance rather than an ecosystem function.

It is striking that Jackson Creek's path is apparent from satellite imagery as a strip of seedling-
sapling-pole pixels. This is not a natural, successional phenomenon. It is a direct effect of the
road, by its presence, and an indirect effect from loggng and increased access for dispersed
recreation sites.
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Early succession

A great deal of attention has been paid to late succession and the effects of its truncation.
Specific ecological mechanisms are associated with early succession as well (Oliver 1990, Agee
1993) Silvicultural practices, designed to effect rapid conifer dominance, have foreshortened
successional processes. Data for the stands developing after regeneration harvest suggest that by
about year 25, they have been precommercially thinned and are still dominated by conifers at the
rate of more than 600 trees per acre. Conifer establishment and ascendance following historic
fires occurred over longer time periods (Agee 1993) allowing a greater role for non-conifers.
Establishment conditions are within the proposed historical range for the watershed. However,
their arrangement and turnover rates may not allow full function of some ecosystem process€s.
As an extreme example, consider the intolerant Q. velutinus. If the conifer canopy closes and kills
the ceanoihus before it completes its lifecycle its seeds may be lost from the soil seedbank. There
may be similar species whose seeds are viable for a much shorter time. A umbraticus. a species
more intermediate in tolerance, may be affected in the same way.

Off-site pine

During the 1950s and 1960s, 78 regeneration harvested units were reforested with out-of-
provenance ponderosa pine. These "off-site pine" plantatiors are shown in Figure 11. There is
much variation in the current condition of these stands. On better sites, local species have
established and become dominant. On poorer siteq the oFsite pine retains dominance or shares
dominance with shrubs or hardwoods. Between these two extremes there is a continuum of
conditions. [n nearly all cases the off-site pine is of poor fonrl not t]rdfty and zubject to Bynum's
blight. The existing off-site pine plantatiorn do not threaten the integrity of the local ponderosa
pines (Harnlin per. cornm. 1994). ln any case, thesc stands are not consistent with naturally
occurring ecosystem processes. Depending on site specific conditions, they will only slowly attain
the structure and composition characteristics typical of stands, itt any stage of development in
Jackson Creek. Soil chemistry too, rnay be dtered by these pure stands of pine on sites formerly
occupied by primarily Douglas-fir/mixed conifer stands.

Oak Woodlends and Oregon Ash Stands

Prior to fire zuppression, oak woodlands occurred in the Jackson Creek watershed. Their exact
elitent is unkown but they probably amounted to less than a few hundred acres. In fact oaks are
still a significant presence in the Douglas-fir Series on both sides, and occurred in the White Fir
Series north of Jackson Creek. The pre-European extent and distribution of these woodlands
isn't known, but they were found near the confluence of Jackson and Beaver Creeks and in lower
Tallow Creek. Some, especially at lower elevations are due to healy, clay soils (Atzet, per.
comrn. l99a) and some were maintained by fire. Agee (1993) discusses the complex processes
that have historically maintained these woodlands. Fire would likely play a pivotal role in any
anempt to restore and maintain these woodlands strucrurally because it kills conifers and
functionally by creating favorable germination conditions and, in some cases, favoring native
perennials over introduced herbs. Agee (1993) cites other investigators (Sugihara et al. 1987
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and Saenz and Sawyer 1986) who report that grazing causes an increase in annual grasses and
alien species. This may have an indirect effect on acorn germination or germinant success as well
as a direct effect from graztng. The decline of the Tallow Creek woodland is striking. It is

dominated by, about, 80 year old Douglas-fir at a density of,, about, IOO-150 trees per acre that
have established as a result of fue exclusion. There are relict white oak and large ponderosa pine
at a densiry of 10-20 trees per acre. The young cohort of Douglas-fir has outcompeted and is
killing its contemporan@us ponderosa pines, the old oaks and their germinant progeny. This
particular woodland is quite close to Jackson Creek and may have been purposely maintained by
Indians.

Much less is known about stands dominated by Oregon ash. However, two stands were found
that had been underplanted with conifers that, in time, will overtop and kill the ash.

Meadows

At trigh elwations, conifer encroachment into meadows is commonly attributed to fire exclusion.
Agee (1933) and Franklin and Dlrrness (1973) report that in nrany cas€s it is due to favorable
growing conditions associated with anomalous weather pattenur. The fire history and
encroachment pattern of these meadows in Jackrcn Creek wasn't investigated. Considering the
short fue/growing s€ason at these elevations it's reasonable to attribute meadow encroachment to
weather anomalies. On the other hand, a curious stand of lodgepole pine was reported near
Donegan Prairie. [n any case, more investigation should precede any effort to remove the
encroaching trees.

The influence of fue in lower elevation meadows is less arnbiguous. If they supported enough
grass that, when cured, it would carry a fue, these meadows ccrtainly burned at a frequenry
approaching that of their nrrounding area's mean fire-return interval. tn any case, excluding fue
from the forest nratrix of thesc meadows has changed what was a low contrast meadow-forest
interface into a very high contrast one. Sheep and cattle gaingwas intense in the eirly 1900's
(Appendix AA) and continues,'at a lower level, in the present. Grazing and the exclusion of fire

are likely responsible for the ascendance of alien plants in these meadows (Agee 1993).

Huckleberry patches, harvested and burned by the Cow Creek Indians (Appendix Z), on the

Rogue-Umpqua Divide appear to be declining. Huckleberry production is a complicated process

requiring more than just the application of fire (Dahlgreer\ 1984, Miller,19'77, Minore et al.,

lg7g). However, without disturbance, these huckleberry stands will continue to decline in

producivity and they will become inconspicuous in the late successional forest understory'

Restoration should be well thought out with clear and measureable objectives. If fire is applied,

the prescription should be thoughfully tailored to meet those objectives and it should be strictly

adhered to. Short and long term results should be monitored--increased fruit production should

not be expected for several years (Miller 1977).



Special Habitats

Introduction

Special habitats are features, conditions, and planVanimal communities which contribute
significant species diversity and habitat values to the landscape. These habitats are termed by the
Umpqua Forest Plan as unique and mosaic habitats. Though uncommon in a forest landscape,
they may dictate species occurrence, abundance, distributioq or home range size. Special habitats
include but are not limited to meadows, unique or rare plant communities, talus, caves, cliffs, rock
outcrops, mineral deposits, elk wallows and high quality calving areas, riparian areas and
wetlands. Generally, these habitats are highly sensitive to changes in environmental conditions
such as soil sructure, wind, humidity, temperature, human disturbance, etc. (See Table 3a).
Natural zuccessional pathways are often slow and can be completely dtered by human activities
causing long term impacts on the plant communities and animal species dependent upon them.
Adjacent forest habitats are also an important habitat component associated with special habitats
often functioning to meet part of a wildlife species habitat requirements or amelioration of a plant
species habitatcondition. Findly, in addition to wildlife and plant values, special habitats and
adjacent forest are culturdly rich. Pre-European contact American Indian habitation sites are
coincident with the edges associated with meadodforest habitats and provide significant
information about past cultures. Certain special habitat features also had religious significance for
the past American tndian culture as evidence of use can still be found in Jackson Creek.
Protection of habitation sites can often be achieved in conjunction with specid habitat protection.

Protection of special habitats is derived from the need to maintain diversity throughout National
Forests to meet the expectations of our public as described in the 1976 National Forest
Management Act (NFMA) Seaion 219.26:

"Forest planning shall provide for diversity of plant and animal communities and tree
species...Inventories shall include quantitative data making possible the evaluation ofdiversity in

terms of its prior and pres€nt condition. For each planning alternative, the interdisciplinary team
shall consider how diversity will be affeaed by various mixes of resource outputs and uses...'

The need to address special habitats in Jackson Creek watershed analysis arose because:

A) The occurrence, integnty and function of special habitats may be highly aftected by past,

present and fururc management activities.

B) We have no baseline inventories, classification or landscape scale information of such habitats

to determine the significance of past and future loss or degradation of such habitats.

C) All of the features and plant communities are rare or have become rare lending importance to

determining the present condition and developing protection and restoration measures which
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can be further developed at the project tevel and monitored at the forest level. Over 90oh of
the Forest's R6 sensitive plants and rare plant communities are in special habitats. About 50%
of the threatened, endangered and R6 sensitive animal species are also associated with special
habitats.

D) There is a need to develop guidelines to: (l) aid planners and field going personnel in
identification of special habitats, (2) to outline critical factors to consider when designing
methods for maintenance of the habitats, (3) to suggest criteria for prescriptions which may
prevent disturbance to the microclimate, soil, water, vegetatior\ and wildlife in these areas.
(a) Identify restoration considerations and opportunities.

E) There is a need to develop a monitoring plan which will be responsive to measuring
environmental change.

Issue and Analysis Questions

The following iszue statement and analysis questions were dweloped to specifically address
special habitats in the Jackson Creek Drainage:

Issue: Maintenance of integrity and function of special habitats.

Analysis questions:
r What is the existing, historic, and desired future condition of special habitats in Jackson Creek

Drainage?
o What processes influence the integrity and function of special habitats in Jackson Creek

Drainage?
o What is needed for protection, maintenance and restoration of these habitats in Jackson

Creek?

Signifi cant Informrtion Geps

While forested communities on nationd forest lands in southwest Oregon have received
considerable study in community composition and classification, non-forested communities and
other key habitat features have not. As mentioned earlier, susceptibility to disturbance by logging,
road building granng exotic species introductions etc., is high. Considerable changes in key
environmental factors and processes have occurred within and adjacent to these areas with no
baseline information to measure affects and trends which could lead to species or community loss.
The Jackson Creek Watershed Analysis process was too limited to characterize and classify
special habitat plant communities occurring in the drainage. Considering the Forest Service's first
priority is to ensure ecosystem heatth and this involves maintenance of biological diversity defined
as genetic diversity, species diversity, and community diversity @einvention USDA 1994)(Lagner
and Flather 1994), we need to know species, species range, and communities occurring in non-
forested habitats in order to measure how they are doing. This is a critical information gap which
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needs further attention. A timited effort was made to obtain a general idea of some species
present in non-forest plant communities and identification of factors which probably influence

maintenance of their structure, composition and function as a part of the Jackson Creek watershed
analysis process. This effort focused on mesic and dry non-forest

communities and did not use sampling design which would allow the classification of plant
vegetation composition and structure.

Assessment of wetland communities is lacking in this analysis. Inventories and community/trabitat
characterization of wetlands is needed. Existing information was insufficient, reflecting a small
percentage of the actual wetland communities occurring in the watershed. Because of high
sensitivity to change in conditions, specific focus and attention to wetland inventories and
community classification is needed. Lending more importance to a comprehensive effort to

inventory and assess wetland habitats is the need for information to address past, and present

conditions and spatial relationships of breeding, Hing and resting areas for wetland obligate

species listed by the Regional Forester as sensitive. Lacking this information restricts the ability

to address cumulative effects in project planning identification of key areas and development of a

conservatioq monitoring and restoration strategy.

Finally, mosaic habitats were not considered as a pui of this analysis and need further sssessment,

delineation and consideration of protection needs.

Past and Current Conditions

A The main objective of this section is to outline the relationship between special habitats and

those environmental factors or processes which either maintain or degrade diversity, quality

and function (Table 3l). Environmental factors and causes of EF dteration need

consideration in project level planning and monitoring plans to :lssure maintenance and

restoration of special habitats. Lacking baseline and trend informatioq this approach is used

to assess risk to maintenance of healtht of special habitat communities-

t Health is defined as vigorous setf-renewal and incorporates resiliency and divenity of compositiorL structue

and frrnction (Reinventiorq USDA 1994)



List 1 List 2 
-List 

3
HABITAT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS DTSTURBANCES

dry meadows soil moisture drought
shrublands soil structure and comp wildfire
oak woodlands veg structure landslides
rock outcrops veg composition floods
rock gardens wildlife composition mechanical soil compaction
talus ground and surface water silvicultural practices
mineral deposits air temp water developments
caves wind pond{redging/blasting
mesic meadows water temp pond-fish introductions
vine maple talus humidity tree removal
ponds solar exposure human presence
bog water chemistry livestock grazing
swamp alien species introductions
sedge meadow ground water interception
adjacent forest stream entrencl'rment

surface water diversions
roads
rock quarrying
human fire setting
timber harvest
disease
fire exclusion

Teble 31. Environmentd frctorr rnd disturbrnce effecting rpecid habitats.

Wethnds: @onds, hgsr swrmps, seeps, sedge meadow etc.)

Wetland communities are highly susceptible to disturbancc. Particularly changes in rnicroclimate,
vegetation stxtrcture, trydrologic proc€ss€s, water chemistry, soil erosion and sedimentation.
Introductions of exotic species (bull frogs, brook trou! purple loosestrife Gghrun salicaria).
etc.) urd 6sh stocking rnay also have significant affects to native wetland populations by
competition, predation and disease spread (Hayes and Jennings 1988, Liss and Larson 1992,
Blaustein et al 1993, pers.comm. Wotf 1995). Human management activities having the highest
potential to impact habitat integrity and populations are timber harvest, roads, exotic species
introductions and fish stocking (areas where fish did not naturally occur), wetland
'developments', and granng.

Timber harvest and roads have the greatest potential to change microclimate, hydrological

processes and important adjacent forest habitat conditions. In both cases accessibility to wetlands

bv cattle is also increased.



During field sampling for watershed analysis, some of the wet habitats visited had been severely
grazed or trampled by cattle. Cattle tended to concentrate in wetland habitats (including riparian)
especially where they were accessible by road or trail or harvest unit (pers. field obs. Barkhurst,
Wolf. LaMarr). This issue needs further attention.

Exotic species introductions and fish stocking needs focused consideration. Skookum pond, Blue
Bluffs pond, Beaver lake (private), Poole lake, Snow lake and Triangle lake have stocking
records. Some lakes have been stocked with brook trout, others with rainbow or both.
Development of recreational fisheries has also brought unplanned introductions of fish by public

users zuch as large mouth bass and bull heads. Once introduced it is extremely hard or expensive
to eradicate unwanted fish. Blue bluffs pond is in a wetland system known to be a key habitat

area for red-legged frogs and western pond turtles, federal candidates (Category 2), for listing as

threatened or endangered. Wilderness lakes, (Triangle, Poole, and Snow lake) have been stocked
with brook trout which prey upon both adult and egg masses of native amphibians. Anecdotal

information from publics who have camped in the wilderness for years have commented on less

frogs and/or toads observed.

Little is known about natural catastrophes (fue, drought, floods, landslides) in relation to local

wetland communities. Some flood and landslide events may possibly create or enhance wetland

habitat and may be important for habitat maintenance. Drought" fire and temperature extremes

likely generate-limiting factors which when coupled with ong-oittg human influences sucit as non-

native species introductions, timber harvest, roading and livestock grazing, could devastate a

species or community.

Drylands: (dry meadows, shrublands, osk woodlsnds etc.)

Drylands in Jackson Creek are usually associated with soil t1pe, shallow soils or high solar

exposure. Processes important to maintenance of dryland habitats are soil development,

hydrological, vegetation development, and climate. Natural disturbance patterns potentially

affecting dry habitats are fire and drought. Fire frequencies were likely similar in dry meadows as

adjaceni foiest. Natural disturbance in Jackson creek is confounded by a long'history of fire

setting by pre-European American Indians. Early European settlers also practiced fue setting to

clear land and increase grassy range for their livestock in the watershed (Beckham and Mnor

lgg2). Such activities occlrred into the early 1900's and were largely reduced by 1940.

Dry meadows iue susceptible to changes in soil strusture, soil compositioq hydrological

pro."rr.r, and vegetation composition. Human management activities having the highest

potential for impait ue gtazing roads, and adjacent timber harvest. Concerns reguding the

Lffects of livestock g:auingand road access and hydrological process€s on soil structure, water

relationships, plant 
"ornrnunity 

productivity and diversity arose during Jackson Creek watershed

analysis field sampling and needs further investigation. It appears many dryland plant

communities have noi r..ou.red from grdngand continue to be impacted in some places. Roads

can change hydrologic processes critical to these water limited areas and bring in undesirable non-
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native species. Adjacent forest is important wildlife habitat and ameliorates microclimate
conditions.

Many of these meadows, especially those along main Indian trails to the Rogue/Umpqua Divide,
were important hunting and food gathering areas for the Cow Creeks. Though Jackson Creek
Watershed analysis team could not turn up information related to patterns of travel and use by
early cattle and sheep ranchers in the are4 it is most likely they followed some of the same trails
to the highiands (Rogue/Umpqua Divide) as the Cow Creeks and grazed their livestock on the
same meadows along the way that were once food gathering areas (AppendkZ).

Rock Habitats: (rock outcrops, cliffs, rock gardens, talus, ceves, etc.)

Rock habitats are highly susceptible to changes in microclimate and hydrologic timing. Many of
the species associated with these habitats are narrowly adapted to certain microclimate conditions.
One example is a species goup of bryophytes, Heterocladiurn identified in FEMAT which grow
at the base of rock outcrops shaded by old growth canopy and are found no where else on the
landscape. Human management activities having the greatest impacts to rock habitats are rock
quarrying roading, human presence where raptor nesting or bat roosting occur, and tree removal
within microclimate influence zone. Past prescribed burning practices such as those conducted in
the 1960s were severe and may have also affected rock habitats. Natural disturbance pattenur
associated with these features indicate fues were more often low intensity. As shown in 1930s
photos of Jackson Creelq extensive late successional forest blanket most of the drainage
regardless of years of active fire setting by native Americans and European settlers. Present
conditions show rock habitats have been extensively affected as a result of 50 years of timber
harvest and road development.

Mesic Habitats: (mesic forb, mesic grsss, m6ic shrublends' etc.)

Most of the mesic habitats in Jackson Creek occur on the south side of the drainage (north slope).
Mesic habitats are mainly associated with adjacent wetland habitats, higher elwation (4000'and
above), and frost pockets. Flgh water table through most of the gfowing season and.untimely
freezing events are likely thc primary factors holding back forest dwelopment. Surrounding
forest provides shrde for part of the day. High eler/ation sites receive most of their water from
snowmelt. The affect of wildfue on these areas is not known. Fire history studies as a part of
Jackrcn Creck Watershed analysis $ggest fires in conifer forest at the higher elevations toward
the Rogue/LJmpqua Divide were less frequent and when they ocoured, likely more intense.
Again as with dry habitats, some of these meadows may have bcen frequently burned especially on
the Rogue/Umpqua Divide by American Indians and early European settlers up through the early
1900's. Forest encroachment has been observed on the Rogue/Umpqua DMde, is noted in
Frankin and Dyrness (1973) and supported by Jackrcn Creek Watershed analysis field
observations. This may be related to lack of fire and./or recent drought cycles which made

conditions for tree establishment favorable.
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fueas such as Green Prairie and meadows at the head of Donegan Creek, are prime ellg deer, and
bear spring, summer and fall foraging areas and elk calving habitat. Adjacent forest and clumps of
trees and shnrbs provide security and resting, and travel areas.

Mesic communities are most susceptible to changes in soil structure and moisture, solar exposure,
hydrological processes, snow accumulation, and vegetation composition. Roading adjacent
forest timber hawest, and livestock grazing are the main human activities causing changes in
environmental factors.

Methods for Determining Habitat Types

The methods used to identify special habitats in Jackrcn Creek for watershed analysis are
summarized below:

l. 1992 aerial photos were reviewed. Special habitats recognizable on aerial photos were
delineated.

2. General ecoclass codes (6rst two alphanumeric characters in lifeform code) (USDA R6Ecol
1988) were assigned to each polygon

3. Each polygon's unique polygon number and ecoclass anributc were mapped using district's and
Forests's GIS.

4 Field sampling of I 12 polygons to varying levels of intensity was completed to identify species
groups and gather limited information on plant communities and habitat conditions. Field
classification can be compared with prefield classification Ecoclass codes were refined for
sampled polygons were intensity of field sampling allowed.

As mentioned earlier, ecological unit classification for non-forest habitats in southwest Oregon
has not been completed. Our field sampling techniques did not usc methods which wpuld support
ecological unit classification. Without nrch classification and baseline inventories of special
habitats, rare communities or communities at risk cannot be identified and monitored.

Field sampling as a part of Jackson Creek watershed analysis did enable us to refine ecoclass
information to the 4 character lifeform code (tlall 1988) and get some idea of plant communities
occurring in the drainage. As might be expected, our observations suggest appropriate sampling
would likely classify diflerent associations unique to this provincc than those presently publisheci.
The most intense level of sampling (39 polygons) consisted of general walk through surveys.
Plant species and community structure were identified. Adjacent forest was also visited and
described when time allowed.
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Conclusions

Special habitats, in generat represent a very small percentage of the total land area (6%) in
Jackson Creek yet a very significant propoftion of the biological diversity (approximately 90%).
Each special habitat'lifeform" repres€nt an even smaller percentage (Tables 32 and 33). Further,
individual plant associations (when identified), are an even smaller (%) as a subset of lifeforms.
Pre-field aerial photo delineation estimated l0 different lifeforms. Field sampling classified 40
lifeform/species groups out of I l2 sample polygons having species groups or other features
different from one another. Our.sanple size was too srnall to identify all lifeforms likely occuning
in Jackson Creek.

Ecoclass/type Code Total Polvoons Percent %

Lakes/oonds WL 23 02
Nonveoetated/rocky N R 160 1 4
Shrubland/cfragarral SC 1 4 01
Shrub/moist SM 47 04
Shrubland(unclassifi ed) SX 4 <1

H ardwood( uncl assifi ed) HX 53 05
Meadow(unclassified) MX 1 7 <1

Meadow/Dry MD 595 51
MeadowM/et MW 3 <1

Meadow/Moist MM 228 20
Unclassified 1 1 01

Table 32: Lifeform codcs
special habitats occurring

idcntified during ecrial photo enelysis. Pcrcent of 67o total
in Jeckson Creek
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icoclass Type Code Ecoclass Type Sode

ihrubland SX iubal pine/alp. mdw.w/conifer vrsco
ihrub/wetlands (wil low alder) SW ndw comolex-wet-ootho I e->d rv \4MBO
ryillow wetlands SWl O sedqe/marsh/mariqold VIM39
noist shrubland SM noist meadow VlM
noist shrubland/forb wetland SMFW lrv meadow \4D
:all shrub SM81 rak dshrub dom. oround veq HOSO
:haparral SC rshA,villor rcs2
:haoarral/bunchqrass SCGB 'ed alder/overfl ow bottomland HAMl

allus/vine maple NTS2 lrassland GX
'ockv land/minimal veq N R runchorass sDg. 3B
'ockv scattered shrubs NRSO cunchorassA,vet forb land 3BFW
'ock oarden (flat xeric) NRR9 cunchorass Vscattered conif SBCO
'ock oarden (steeo xeric) !RLg iescue/bunchorass GB5O
edoe/cl iff/broken t ace | >20ft \lRL6 needle qrass/bunchgrass GB2O
edoe/cl itflsmooth face>20ft \RL2 annual grass GA
edoe/cl ifflq rass/shrub \IRGS lootail/annual orass 3A30
,vet meadow vtw :heat orasdannual qrass 3A't0
,vet meadow-rush vrw30 ret forbland FW
,vet meadow-tall sedqe \4W10 noist forbland M

cullrush meadow [rT10 rcnifer/hardwood/shrub CH52
Cak annual qrass H063 Vlaole overflow bottom land {BM1

Table 33 List of additional special habitet types identified during field sempling.

General field observations:

Bunch grass communities:

As in other places throughout the west, native bunch grass communities in lackson Creek have

been replaccd with non-native annual grass cornmunities as a res.rlt of non-native species

introductions and livestock grazing in the paS 150 years. However, a few areas in Jackson Creek

have retained bunch gass. Fescue bunch grirss communities and needle grass cornmunities as well

as a number of other bunch grass species were found during field sampling. These areas appear

generally to have less environmental factors affecting their conditioq especially those associated

with grazing and roads.

Along with their value as being some of the last remnant bunch gruis communities occurring in

the wltershed and province, these areas are local seed sources providing opportunities to restore

bunch grass on other sites, enhance forage for big game, and for erosion control. Some of the

bunch grass cornmunities had birchleaf mountain mahogany along with other plant species



uncorrlmon in Jackson Creek and becoming more uncorrmon in the river basin on the hills and
slopes of the lower Umpqua Valley due to development and agricultural practices.

Wetlands:

Many plant species in wetland habitats were not identified due to either time limitations during
field work or intensive gl,azing by cattle. Tall manna gnsq a species valuable to wildlife and past
human cultural value (food) was identified in several wetlands during sampling. Tall manna grass
is associated with poorly drained marshes, boggy meadows or moors. We observed intensive
livestock gtanng and and associated trampling damage to tall manna gass.

Adjacent Forest:

Adjacent forest is important habitat in combination with non-forest special habitat features for
many wildlife species. Not only important to big game as cover and travel corridors, species such
as pond breeding amphibians use adjacent forest during most of their adult life (northwestern
salamander, red-legged frog, etc.). Adjacent forest often had high tree and understory species
diversity including hardwoods such as oak and madrone (dry) or big leaf maple, alder, ash (wet).
F[gh wildlife use was observed including extensive game trails leading to other nearby special
habitats. These forested habitat conditions are also un@mmon and should be regarded as part of
the special habitat @mponent.

Key environmental factors affecting condition and maintenance of special
habitats:

Little information is available which specificdly addresses the potential consequences of changes
to environmental factors which may impact structure, composition, process€s and functions of
special habitats. As stated in FEMAT, (Chapter IV-pg 124), modification of the hydrology,
shading and microclimate of these sites could rezult in extirpation of locally adapted species with
highly specific habitat requirenrcnts. Losses of plant communities, community structure, or
individuat plant species have occurred throughout the Pacific Northwest as a result of changes in
environmental factors such as those changed by livestock grazing and alien plant species
introduAions. As stated in Brown et al (1985), even if features and plant communities remain
unchanged after management activities such as timber harvest, microclimates and usefulness as
habitat for certain wildlife species may change. This also applies to adjacent forest habitat for
wildlife that require both habitats.

Current research on effects of fragrnentation on old growth interior habitat (Chen et d 1990)

describe edge width over which edge effects are measurable for diflerent environmental factors

associated with microclimate change. Table 34 @imling and McCain 1992), represents

conditions of greatest penetration into the stand and were determined from data taken in mid-

elevation stands on relatively flat terrain.



Factor Edqe Width/Meters Edqe Width/Feet
Light < 60m (<200ft)

Air Temo 1 20-1 80m (390-590ft)
Soil Temp < 60m (<200ft)
Wind 1 80-240m (590-790ft)
Humiditv >24Om (>790ft)
Tree Mortalitv 120m (3soft)

Table 34. Environmental Fecton Affecting Interior Old Growth (Chen, eL d. 1990).

Comparing edge width values with prescription buffer sizes outlined in the 1990 Umpqua
National Forest Plan and those described in the 1994 Record of Decision for Amendments to
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management Planning Documents Within the Range of the
Northern Spotted Owl (ROD), shows that buffers may not completely extinguish all edge effects
on the microclimates of special habitats. Site specific assessments considering special habitat type
and sensitivity to microclimate change, other environmentd factors and anmulative effects zuch as
roads, livestock granng and timber hanest, will need consideration in dweloping site specific
p r'escriptions for protecting special habitats.

Field observations associated with this watershed analysis generated @ncern that even the dryer
sites including native bunch grass communities may be sensitive to microclimate conditions in
addition to having very fragile soils. SoiVwater/plant relationships can be swerely altered by
livestock ganng and trampling. We observed a panern of remnant native bunchgrass occurrence
along meadow perimeters. This is an area where microclimate provided by the adjaccnt forest
likely ameliorates affects of soil damage and water availability. Ln the center of the meadows,
alien annual grass species occupied nearly all of the growing space. F[gh amounts of bunch grass
were found in a couple of small sample meadows removed from management activities and less
likely to have had past livestock grazing. Considering the rarity of native bunch grass throughout
its range due to past livestock grazing and alien grass species introductions, these observations
may have important imptications for restoration and nunagement of bunch gra$ communities.

Activities altering the Environment

Four main activities generating "Environmental FactoC' (See Table 3a) dteration were evaluated
in Jackson Creek for: (l) Roads, (2) Timber harvest and associated post harvest management, (3)

Site conversion to Ponderosa Pine forest and, (4) Livestock graing. Others were less extensive
(pond habitat alterations including fish introductions, rock quarrying) but no less important
considering associated changes in habitat or habitat loss of a limited of special habitat resource.
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Roads

To determine the level of inlluence roads may have on all special habitats in Jackson Creelg
special habitats occurring within 200,400, and 600 feet of all mapped roads were summed and
compared to the total number of special habitats (Table 35),

Results: 200' 4001 600'

# SP FTT 250 4t2 555
TOTAI # SP HT JK CR I  1 5 5 I  155 l  1 5 5
% of Total 22 36 48

Table 35. Total percent of special hebitrts effectcd by roeds within 200, 400, end 600 feet
respectivefy is 22Yo,36Vo, 4tYo.

Roads engage numerous processes which may affect the timing duration, and magnitude of
environmental factors @F) on special habitats. Roads remove trees, opening an area up to
changes in wind, temperanrre, humidity, solar expozure. Soil is compacted aflecting soil stnrcture

-and ground and zurface water dynamics. Associated drainage networking may cause stream
entrenchment through a habitat area affecting water table or surface water diversions. Subzurface
water once available to plant communities or to wetlands may be intercepted by a road cut.

Roads also encourage alien species introductions, increas€ human presence (disturbance), and
increase accessibility for livestock grazing which in rurn engages additional EFs.

Timber Harvest

To determine the level of influence timber haryest and associated post harvest activities may have
on specid habitats in lackson Creelq adjacent harvest within 200 and 600 feet of all mapped
special habitat polygons was summed and compared to the total number of polygons.in the
drainage (Table 36). Further, plantations containing > than 25Yo ponderosa pine within 1200 feet
of a special habitat were also zummed as they generally do not occur in greater abundance
naturally in Jackson Creek and generate differences in EFs (In field sampling we also noticed
ponderosa pine was planted in special habitats initiating early encroachment of trees into non-
forest habitats).

Results: 200' 600' P|PO 1200'
# S P H T 239 482 430
Total # SP HT JK CR 1  1 5 5 1  1 5 5 1  1 5 5
% of Total 21 42 37
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Table 36. Total percent of special habitats in Jackson Creek affected by adjacent timber
harvest is2loh and 42o/o within 200 and 600 feet respectively. Plantations having greater
than2Soh ponderosa pine are found within 1200 feet of 37Vo of all mapped special habitats
in Jackson creek

Tree removal associated with timber harvest changes microclimate conditions such as wind, air
temperature, humidity, and water temperature potentially leading to extremes in climatic affects
on a special habitat. Further, adjacent forest is a key habitat component for wildlife species
needing both special habitat and late successional forest conditions. Coupled with cumulative
effects of other management activities, effects on indMdual species populations and community
composition could be significant.

Tree removal and associated post harvest activities can increase usc of special habitats by
livestock and invasions of alien plant species by increasing accessibility.

Sensitivity to tree removal may be different for different habitat types. As previously stated, prior
to field sampling we assumed dry habitats were likely less sensitive compared to other types.
While conducting field sampling we noticed an interesting pattern of remnant native bunch grass
species occurring along meadow margins where microclimate conditions may have ameliorated
the efFects of past granng impacts and alien species invasions. Tree removal adjacent to dry
habitats where livestock grazing occurs may remove refuge habitat for bunch grass and other
species. More intensive sampling is needed to determine if this observation is valid.

Grazing

Livestock gzuing or simply use for resting, water sourc€ and travel especially in very dry habitats
or very wet habitats can change fragile soil composition and structure. Vegetation composition
and structural diversiry are also reduced as a result of livestock granng as wits observed in
Jackson Creek. Rouglrly 807o of Jackson Creek is in an active granng allotment. Over the years

a few small arean around springs have been fenced to reduce impact by cattle. Grasshopper
meadows (now in an inactive allotment) was fenced to exclude cattle in 1914. Generally special
habitats continue to be used extensively by cattle for grazing watering and resting. Field
sampling documented high usc in grassland ecoclasses, shrubland ecoclasses, and meadow
ecoclasscs including wetlands. Of those areas sampled in the field35% were gnzed to the extent
that vegetation structure differences or soil disnrrbance were apparent and documented. Some of

the wetlands sampled were trampled and gtu:ed intensively. [n one meadow hay was placed to

concentrate cattle for round up with resulting soil impacts and risk to introduction of weeds.

Vegetation in meadows once used as salting areas continue to be disturbed as cattle still

concentrate in those areas. Bunch grass meadows still occur in Jackson Creek but are few and

appear to be related to no or low levels of grazing. Issues with regard to regeneration of oaks,

mountain mahogany, and sensitive plants have not been fully considered. Soil and vegetative

recovery from past and current use in special habitats was not readily appafent.
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Ponderosa Pine Reforestation

A high percentage of reforestation plantations in Jackson Creek have been planted with ponderosa
pine ranging from the 1950's to present reforestation practices. Historically, Jackson Creek
watershed had a significantly lower abundance and frequency of ponderosa pine compared to
present conditions in plantations. This analysis estimated ponderosa pine comprising greater than
fwenty 6ve percent of tree species planted in plantations outside the natural range of conditions.
Series associations (Atzet and McCrimmon 1990) in Jackson Creek (from greatest coverage to
least) are White fir, Douglas fir, Western hemloclg and Mountain hemlock. Douglas fir series
would be the series with the highest likely occunence of ponderosa pine and covers about 24oh of
the watershed at lower elevations on exposed southerly slopes. Atzet and McCrimmon's (1990)
constanry tables which sampled stands rangng in age from 100-300 years, for Douglas Fir series,
identified ponderosa pine occurring in only 26Yo of thet plots and mean percent cover where it
occurred in plots was 13.6%. Even lower representation was found (<10%) in unmanaged plots
during Jackson Creek watershed analysis (See Appendix fD in Douglas fir series.

Concerns arise for plant and animals adapted to habitat conditions associated with the natural
conditions and processes onc€ present in these forest stands and the potential for impairing normal
plant and animal succession and recovery cycles. Species assemblages including carryover species
from previous older stands may be at higher risk of elimination. Conditiorui are very differant in
ponderosa pine plantations. They are generally more opeo, hotter and dryer as the canopy
character is different allowing greater solar radiation to reach the ground over the many years the
stand develops. The nutrient cycling will be different given the dominance of ponderosa pine
needles. Further, ponderosa pine needles change the character and habitat conditions ofthe forest
floor as well as canopy habitat structure. Tree species diversity, especially in the older plantations
is very low.

Many special habitats have ponderosa pine plantations near or adjacent to them. Wetlands, where
the adjacent forest was harvested and replanted in ponderosa pine has lost important habitat
conditions for amphibians and small mammals which use forest and wetland habitat for parts of
their life history and as a food source. This includes riparian habitats. A change in forest habitat
condition in association with wetlands likely has an affect at least up to 1200 feet from the
perimeter of the wetland since many amphibian species travel at least that far into forest tenestrial
habitats (Mdomb et al 1993). Preponderancc of ponderosa pine in thesc areas slows
microclirnate recovery by maintaining open forest habitat conditions and may completely change
potential forest floor structure and plant species composition. Recovery of some rock habitats
from changes in microclimate conditions may also be impaired zuch as Heterocladuim spp., a
group of bryophytes mentioned in FEMAT and bat roosting habitat. Dryland habitats have also
been affected. Though ponderosa pine may have occrrrred more frequently near dry meadows,
species diversity is much lower with little madrone and oak than would be expected to occur after
disturbance in adjacent developing stands. Due to the lingering of grass and other palatable forb

species in pine plantations, locations next to unique habitats also tend to encourage use by cattle

causing greater use and damage to specid habitats.
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Not all affects have been negative to wildlife. Big game and turkey have benefited. Since stands
tend to stay oper\ there is an extended forage opporn:nity well into mid-successional stand
conditions with excellent hidine cover.
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Wildl i fe

Wildli fe Population

For many wildlife species in the Jackson Creek Watershed, sufficient baseline information such
as species occturence, distribution and abundance is very limited. Lacking population
informatiorl coars€ filter landscape design concepts, (Hunter 1991, Turner 1989, Samson
1992) and a population rrulnerability analysis, (Irhmkutrl and Ruggerio 1991) were applied in
relation to the upslope and riparian vegetation condition in Jackson Creek to identify and track
wildlife iszues (l- 5). The most pertinent of these issues are surunarized below, and this
analysis will endeavor to address them.

o The existing condition and trend of populations and habitats.

o The range of natural conditions in the watershed (integrated with the vegetation analysis) as
a baseline for zuccessful maintenance of populations.

o The ability of the existing condition to provide zufficient habitat to maintain local
populations well distributed in the watershed.

. The ability of the President's Plan Riparian Reserve allocation (present condition and
furure) to maintain zuitable habitat for population connectivity and sourcc areas for
carryover populations for riparian associated or late successional species.

. The detection of key sourc€ iueas or'hot spots" which may be important to population
persistence.

o Processes and factors atrecting species (naturaVanthropogenic).

Maintenance of Late Successional Species
PopulationVCommunities

Two groups of wildlife species, associated with late zuccessional forests, and having different
requirements were determined to be at high risk of local extirpation (Lemkuhl and Ruggerio
l99l). Within these groups several species were at greater risk than others. These species are
specifi cally addressed.
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GROTIP 1: Small Mammals and Amphibians Small body-low
mobilify species

This species group is rnrlnerable to loss of genetic diversity and at high risk of local erctinction
caused by population isolation and habitat fragmentation (Lehmkuhl and Ruggerio l99l).
There are many factors which probably affect their ability to persist in Jackson Creeh including
changes in microclimate processes, interior habitat conditions, complex closed canopy forest
strusture, and abundant cotuse woody debris (Grlbert and Allwine 1991, Bury et. al. l99l).
The initiation of patch isolation processes also have a deleterious effect on survivd, since small
mammals and amphibians require connected habitats, where linkage corridors are wide enough
to support resident populations, since their travel distances are too small to cross entire corridor
lengths, during dispersai @ennett 1990).

Amphibian Communities in Jackson Creek

A limited sampting effort to determine species occurenc€ anO OistriUution of upslope terrestrial
amphibians in Jackson Creek watershed was completed in forest habitat representative of the
range of existing conditions. The rezults of this effort were then compared with in depth
studies in the Pacific Northwest and Northern California. Specifically, Gilbert and Allwine
( l99l ) conducted a study covering the western Oregon Cascades with study plots on the
Rogue and Umpqua National Forest. Bury et. al., (1991) considered regional patterns of
tenestrial amphibian communities including the coast range, Washington Cascades, and Oregon

Cascades. Raphael (198E), Welsh and Lind (lgEE), conducted studies in Northern California
which had similar results as those study plots on the Umpqua and Rogue included in Glbert and

Allwine's study.

Table 37 lists results of terrestrid amphibian oc.currence from sampling efforts. The most
prominent observation was the low numbers of individuals observed. This may have been a
result of seasonal variatior\ since the greater part of the survey was completed in May (late in

the season for highly successful observations). However, Gilbert and Allwine also commented
on the lower numbers of captures in the Rogue and Umpqua b'asins. They believe their findings

support the generali"ation that amphibians tend to be restricted by dry conditions because the

Rogue-Umpqua sub-province had the lowest average annual precipitation within their study

area. Further, they stated that many of the Rogue-Umpqua species seleAed mesic-wet stands

over dry stands (except for the ensatin4 which preferred dry sites). This has significant
implications if genetic integrity is to be maintained. Local amphibian populations may be more

sensitive to forest vegetation management and edge effect in Jackson Creek than in other areas

within a species geographic range. Activities which reduce forest cover and increase dryrng

may severely restrict occurrence, distribution and abundance.
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Species Number
obs

Forest Type 2m'plot TCS

Western red-backed
salamander
Plethodon vehiculum

1
1
1 1

LSV
RIP
LSV

X
X
X

Ensatina
En sati n a esch scholtizii

1 7
3
3
2
.l

LSV
MIX
MS
RIP
cc

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Clouded salamander
Aneides ferius

2
4

MIX
LSV

X
X

Northwestern salamander
Ambvstoma aracile

1 LSV X

Roughskinned neM
Tarica oranulosa

1
1

MIX
RIP

X
X

Pacific giant salamander
Dica m ptodo n te n e b ro s u s

1 RIP X

Northem red-legged frog
Rana aurora auroret

1
1 7

LSV
RIP

X
X

Table 37. Results from Plot end Time Constreint Sempling C[CS) in 6 Differcnt Upland
Forest Vegetation Conditions and Time Constraint Sampling in Riparien Hebitats.
Forest Type codes: LSV=late successiond forest, MD(= mired coniferous forest
(MATIJRE), MS= mid-successiond forest(40-tO yr), ES: eerly successiond forest (20-30
yr), CC{leercut (G'20 yr) Oslr=offsite ponderose pine plantation (3{La0 yr).

Another general obserrration during our sampling effort was the high occurrence of reptiles and

low occurrencc of amphibians in early zucccssional stands @S) and offsite ponderosa pine

stands (OSP) (See figures l2-15). Offsite pine plantations had the highest observations of
reptiles and the least observations of amphibians. Again, our sample sizes were small and could

not measure relative abundance. Our rezults however, are consistent with Raphael's (1988) and

Bury and Corn (1988) studies which sampled seral stages.
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Soecies pond
breedin
el

npanan uosloo
e

other required
habitat
featurgs

Western red-backed
salamander
Plethodon vehiculum

seeps CWD

Ensatina
E nsatina esch scholtizii

X CWD

Clouded salamander
Aneides ferius

X talus CWD

Northwestem salamander
Ambvstoma oracile

X x X CWD

Roughskinned newt
Tarica granulosa

X X CWD

Pacific giant salamander
Dica m otodon tenebrosus

X CWD

Northern red-legged frog
Rana aurora aurora

X x X

Foothill yellow-legged frog
Rana bovlii

X

Cascades frog
Rana Cascadae

X X

Pacific tree frog
Pseudacris reoilla

x X x

Western toad
Bufo boreas

X X X

Table 38 summarizes Distr ict records of amphibian species and outl ines aquatic,
riparian, and upslope habitat essociations observed in Jackson Creek Watershed.

Table 38. Total District records of emphibian obscrultions. Gcncral habitet essociations

Specier not documcntcd but likdy occurring in wrtcnhed:

Southern torrent salamander (headwater habitat)
Mrycotriton rwiegatus

Dunn's salamander (riparian and aquatic habitats small streams seeps)
Plethodon dunni

Species determined not to occur in the watenhed:

The Black salamander , Aneides flavipunctatus was suspected to occur due to a sighting

report on the Distria from a visiting biologist (1992). Specimens which closely



resembled the black salamander were collected as part of the Jackson Creek sampiing
effort' but were determined to be dark phases of clouded (Beatty oStD we believe the
1992 sighting was a mis-identification.

Examples of occurrence and distribution rezults from sampling efFort in different habitat
conditions in Jackson Creek watershed:
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Figure 12. Clouded Salamander
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Figure 15. Western Fence Lizard
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Figure 14. Red-legged Frog

Terrestriel Amphibiens

Clouded selemende

Some snrdies suggest that, though this species is an old growth associate, it will persist in
clearcuts and early zuccessional stands under bark or inside downed logs, if logs are zufficiently
abundant (Raphael 1988). Other studies suggest this species is far more abundant (with capture
rates five times greater) in marure and old gowth stands (Glbert and Allwine l99l).

Lehmkuhl, et al., (1991) cautions that processes such as lag in population decline, packing
affect, and source and sink affects, coming from nearby old grourth habitats may influence
results of bird and amphibian abundance studies in early successional stands.
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We did not observe clouded salamanders in early successional managed habitats or in riparian
habitats in Jackson Creek. AII captures of clouded salamanders were in upslope, old growth
stands.

Welsh and Lind (198S) found that aithough coastal forests did not show significant diferences
in abundance between stand age, the clouded salamander prefened older forests inland. They
suspected the difference was due to different moisture regimes. Further, they suggest logs on
inland young stands are subject to greater evapo-transpiration rates than logs in old growth
stands, because of more intense radiation. This would also suggest longer lasting affects in
ponderosa pine plantations which tend to maintain greater insolation during stand development
in Jackson Creek.

In summary, clouded salamanders occur in upslope terrestrid mesic habitats rather than riparian
habitats, and are associated with old gowth. Riparian reserves may not provide patch
connectivity for this species. Further, dependence on remnant legacies in clear cut stands, as
described in the ROD (C40 B and C-41 B), given the dryer climatic conditions found in
Jackson Creeh may pose a high risk to local isolation and possible extirpation of this species
within the drainage.

Heedwater Stream Breeding Amphibians

Tailed Frog end Southern Torrent Salemender

Headwater amphibians are associated with higher stream class aquatic habitats (class 3 and 4),
and terrestrial habitats to varying degrees depending on species. The same aquatic habitat
conditions and processes as detailed in aquatics section of this report affect these species in the
headwater areas where fish do not occur. Changes in aquatic and terrestrial conditions are very
dramatic adjacent to higher class streams due to greater levels of past harvest and road
construction in headwater areas. Baseline inventories providing information on occulrence,
distribution and abundance for tailed frogs or southern torrent salamanders have not occurred in
Jackson Creek watershed. Key source areas, or areas where these species are absent cannot be
identified.

The tailed frog breeds, and larvae develop, in cool, permanent flowing small streams and the
location of these streams can greatly influence the occurrence of the species in nearby forest
stands (Bury and Corn lgEE). Tailed frogs have a largely unknown terrestrial life history. Bury
and Corn (1988) suggest tenestrial forest habitat may be important to their continued local
occurrence and abundance and needs further research. Observations of dispersing juveniles

have occuned hundreds of yards away from strearu up to ridge top (pers. comm. Bury).
Adults have been observed in forest stands, more than 1000 feet from water. Adults caPtured
by Glbert and Allwine (1991) Rogue-Umpqua NF study sites were found only in old growth

stands. Though not mapped or documented, incidental observations of tailed frog have been
reported in the Jackson Creek drainage.
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The southern torrent salamander also occurs in or near small headwater streams and seeps.
Though this species has not been observed in Jackson Creek it probably occurs there. The
closest known location is Deadman Creek watershed which is a short iirt"n"" upstrearq and
wesr of,, the main south umpqua from the mouth of Jackson creek.

Pond breeding amphibians

The northwestern salamander, northern red-legged frog, Cascades frog, and rough skinned
newt have highty complex life rycles which expose them to hazards both in aquaiic and
terrestrial environments (SEIS 1994). All of these species occur in Jackson Creek. Northern
red-legged frog and Cascades frog populations have been declining and are candidates for
listing under the Endangered Species Act. Trends of population condition are not known in
Jackson Creek.

The Cascades frog is generally a higher elevation species (3000-5OOO feet), the northern red-
legged a lower elevation species (sea level-3800 feet). tn Jackson Creeh howwer, there is
considerable overlap in range between the Cascades frog and northern redJegged frog. The
Cascades frog has been obseryed as low as 2000 feet on the mainstem of lackson Creek in the
upper hdf of the drainage, and a few individual northern redJegged frogs have been observed
in the upper reaches of Squaw and lervice Berry Creek drainages, at eler/ations near 4000 feet.
The northwestern salamander is known to ocqr at elevations from sea level to above 5O0O fe€t.
Adult observations of this species occurred in the Squaw Creek and Black Canyon Creek
drainages, however egg masses have been observed in ponds in the Beaver Creek drainage.

Past years obsewations, confirmed during this watershed analysis suggest Beaver Creek
drainage, with its extensive wetlands, sag ponds, vernal pools and low gradient streafir channels
is a key 'hot spot', or source area, for the northern red-legged frog and the northwestern
salamander (as it prefers many of the same conditions as the northern red-legged frog).

Complex tife history requirements, introductions of exotic species, and the warq dry climatic
conditions found in Jackson Creek watershed, compared to other areas in these species
geographic range, leave thesc species at high risk to major population declines or local
extirpation.

Specifically, these species need access and suitable conditions in two habitats, ponds for
breeding and terrestrial habitats for foraging and dispersal. They require cool moist terrestrial
conditions and stable aquatic conditions (water quality, deptl,, temperature and duration).
Hydrologic proc€sses such as ground water interceptioq extension of the drainage network
caused by roads, sedimentatior\ high peak flowVlow duration of water may have drastic
destabilizing affects on forest ponds and wetlands. These effects have been analyzed for
streams (See Aquatics section of this chapter for detailed description of processes). However,
a focus on condition of forest ponds and wetlands and adjacent forest terrestrial habitats is
lacking in this report and constitutes a significant inforrnation gap needing further study.
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Tenestrial life histories of pond breeding amphibians are largely unknown (Bury et. d. l99l).

The dependence of amphibians on moist microclimates requires preservation of internal habitat

structure and dynamics within patches and corridors. The northwestern salamander was found
to be more abundant in cool old growth forests than in other forest conditions (Bury and Com
l99l). Red-legged and Cascades frogs, in general, were found in maturdold growth forest

stands (Glbert and Allwine 1991, Welsh and Lind 1988). However, Bury et. d. (1991) fiound a

higher number in mature and old gowth forests near "meltwater' ponds. A study of forest
fragmentation in the tropics found that frogs which required standing pools of water for

reproduaion showed the greatest decline with fragmentation (Lovejoy 1984). Such findings
prompted Wilcove (1990) to postulate that the negative effects of habitat fragmentation on

amphibians would include barriers preventing movement to one of multiple necessary habitats,
particularly between ponds for breeding and forests for foraging-

Edge effect processes accompanying fragmentation causes lower humidity, increased
desiccatior\ higher temperatures, more variability in moisture and temperature, wind damage,

and changes in erosion and sedimentation patterns (Manley and Mirrsket L992). For corridors

to be of use to these species they need to be wide enough to maintain internd terrestrial

microclimate. Further, habitat patches around ponds need to be large enough to accommodate

internal terrestrial microclimate conditions and have abundant habitat comPonents, e.g. CWD

for northwestern salamander and rough skinned newt. In southwest Oregon this is likely far

more important due to moisture limitations than in other northern and coastal Oregon
provinces. Present Riparian reserve widths (ROD C-30) rnay bc too small (300'and 150' slope

distance per side) to maintain microclimate conditions in the adjacent terrestrial habitats near

breeding ponds and as corridors along streams though thcy may meet aquatic condition
requirements. Chia et. al. (1990) described a return to temperature and humidity from clearcut

edges between 394' and 787'. In addition, the study areas were in moister climates than

southwest Oregon (Wind River Washinglon and H.J. fuidrews Experimental Forest) and

differences in habitat use by amphibians were observed by Glbert and Allwine (1991) on the

Rogue-Umpqua compared to H.J. Andrews Ex. For. and the Mt Hood Forest.

Small Mammal Communities in Jackson Creek

Occurrence, distribution and abundance in Jackrcn Creek watershed for all small mammal

species addressed below are unknown. This analysis draws upon information from 20 study

piots ocanning on the Rogue and Umpqua National forests (Glbert and Allwine l99l) and

other recent publications. Focus is on species with geatest nrlnerability based on recent

studies.

Westem red-backed vole

The western red-backed vole,(WRBV) is a member of the late successional ground dwelling
rodent community and is specifically addressed here due to its association with upslope late

successional mesic habitats and aversion to riparian areas. Because of its association with
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upslope late successional habitats, it may be difticult to maintain ecologically functional
populations in matrix lands, with the attendant emphasis on intensive timber harvest. In
addition to being important prey for other wildlife species including the northern spotted owl,
this species plays an important functional role as a lichen and fungi-eating animal, assisting in
the spread of forest plants beneficial to maintenance of healthy coniferous forests and nutrient
cycling.

WRBV primary habitat occurs at distances of >650 feet from second and third order streams
(Mc Comb et. al. 1993). The western red-backed vole prefers old growth habitats and was
highly associated with areas of lichen ground cover and large, rotting, punky logs (decay class
5) using the overhang spac€ as travel conidors (Glbert and Allwine l99r).

Glbert and Allwine (1991) found this species to be more abundant on the Rogue and Umpqua
National Forests than in the northern Cascades forests. Raphael (1988) described abundance
and trends of WRBV along with other species in northern California which Gilbert and Allwine
(1991) suggest is in an area not dissimilar to the Rogue and Umpqua. Raphael (1988) estimated
major population declines with continued harvest of old-grounh forests.

Because this species is not a riparian associated species, Mc Comb et. al. (1993) suggests that
stream side corridon may not be srffcient linkages for western red-backed voles. Therefore
this species may be zubject to higher risk of isolatio4 major population declines and local
extirpation Further, Mc Comb et. d. (1993) states that if managers wish io promote linkages
among upslope mature forest patches, stream side conidon should be zufficiently wide to
include optimal habitat used by western red-backed voles, or upslope areas need to retain
significant amounts of within-stand stnrcrure and link to patches of suitable habitat. As will be
established in the habitat analysis modeling rezults, later in this document, drainages bn the
north side of J-ackrcn Creeh Soup and Whisky Creek drainages, Pickett and Beaver Creek
watersheds are all highly fragmented with few remaining zuitable patches and linkage areas.

Red Tree Vole

The red-tree vole is a member of the late zuccessional forest arboreal rodent comrnunity..
Occurrence and distribution infonnation is limited to a few individuals co[ected in pitfall traps
from the 20 sudy plots on the Roguc and Umpqua Forests (Glbert and Allwine l99l).
Nothing is known about species occrurence, distribution and abundance in lackson Creek.
Brian Bissvre[ in associuion with the Forestry Science I^ab in Olympia recently reported
@ecember 199,4) prelimirury obsenrations of his maser's thesis in the Rock Creek Drainage
near Mary's Peak in the Oregon coast range. Bisswell's observations suggest this species is
presently very rare and has a clumpy distribution. Further, he suggested the Umpqua National
Forest may have some of the best contiguous habitat remaining in the species range

The red tree vole was rated as most vulnerable of the arboreal rodents to local e:ctirpations
rezulting from loss or fragmentation of old-growth Douglas-fir forests (Huffet. al. 1992) and
has been classified as a survey and manage species (ROD table C-3) requiring additional
protection with the addition of patches of late successional reserves when local populations are
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found (ROD Standards and Guidelines Section C). This species is a habitat specialist, poor

disperser and has a limited geographic range (western Oregon and northwestern Caiifomia).
Maintaining this species in Jackson Creek watershed would best be accomplished by the

restoration of large contiguous patches of suitable habitat (see vegetation DFC) or will require

maintenance of occupied old-growth patches and linkages to other old- growth patches.

Red tree voles, (RTU are found exclusively in forests having Douglas fir in the canopy. They
are believed to be associated with low elevation forests (<4000). RTV prefer upslope mesic
forest (coast range) near ridge tops. It is postulated this is because it may be tied to fog drip for

water since this species is highly arboreal limited @isswell pers. conrm. 1995). Douglas fir

needles are the primary food of red tree voles. However, they will also eat needles of grand fir

and western hemlock (Huffet. al. 1992). Douglas 6r trees are also selected for nesting.

Particulady, Douglas fir trees having large branches and deep crowns.

Preliminary review of plantations in Jackson Creek raises issues regarding tree species diversity.

Successful reforestation of clearcut and shelterwood stands in Jackson Creek may have

depended heavily upon planting of ponderosa pine. Though ponderosa pine is corlmon and an

important part of tree species diversity in Jackson Creeh it is generally not found in great

abundance in most stands and maintains a dry open microclimate, and a distinct forest floor

environment, when found in high abundance. If extensive and well represented (>25%) n

plantations, the associated different habilats and site conditions may be ddrimental to recovery

and maintenance of red tree vole and other moist western Cascades forest species populations.

Stands of high density small diameter Douglas fir had less sritable habitat for this species and is

believed to be related to smaller branch diameters which reduce zuitability for nesting
(Gllesberg and Carey l99l). Gllesberg and Carey found that average diameter of trees with

n.sts u.rsus trees wiihout nests were 39 inches and l7l feet height and 3l inches and 144 feet

height respectively. The higher the density of large douglas fir trees the more suitable the

habitat for the red tree vole. Huffet. al. (1992) state large trees were nearly four times gleater

in stands with red-tree voles ( I 5/acre) than without (4/acre) with a mean of 12 large trees per

acre.

A habitat suitability index was developed by Huffet. al. (1992) and is recommended for.use

during projed planning to evaluate present condition of stands and silviculturd treatments to

develoi suitable habitat conditions in the future. These parsmeters were considered in

development of vegetation information for Iackson Creek watershed analysis. However,

limitations in plot sampling and lack of stand exam information allows only a coarse

identification 
-of 

suitabie stands. Further analysis will need to be done at the stand level. Stand

exams incorporating wildlife information needs prior to projea plaruring would allow the

wildlife biologist to eliminate the need for surveying unzuitable stands prior to project planning'

Information of watershed stand character and classification derived through plot sampling and

existing inventory plots can be reviewed in the vegetation section of this document.
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GRoUP 2: Medium Body size-medium to high mobil ify species
(Fisher, pine martiq goshawlg pileated wood pecker, northern spotted owl, great grey owl)

Larger home range size, and greater mobility and patch size requirements differentiate this
species group from group l. Though this group of species is less susceptible to patch isolation
at the stand level, they are highly zusceptible to proc€sses associated with landscape level
fragmentatior\ such as patch size and maintenance of interior habitat conditions. Species
identified as having the highest lwels of wlnerability in this analysis were fisher, northern
spotted owl and great grey owl.

Pine Martin

The pine martin is known to ocrur in higher elevations of Jackson Creek watershed. Population
size and condition is not known. A zurvey conducted in the winter of 1994-19954 located a
few individuals in the Falcon and Squaw Creck watersheds. Numbcrs of individuals observed
are low compared to areas zurueyed on the Diamond I-ake Ranger District which scems to be
this species stronghold, or 'key source area", on the Umpqua Nuional Forest. In the pacific
northwest losscs in range distribution have been major (Ruggerio et. d. 1994). Risks to
isolation for this species probably go beyond the Jackson Creck landscape scale. To identi$
important linkage areas and key sourcc areasr, this species should dso be considered at the
provincial scale.

Martins are reported to prefer pacific silver fir zones and westetn hemlock zones on the west
slope of the Cascades (Ruggerio et. al. 1994). Specifically, Ruggerio et. d. (1994) and Jones
and Raphael (1991, unpublistred data, cited in Ruggerio et. al.), reported heavy use of areas
close to streams for resting and foraging. Processes which afect martins result from habitat
fragmentatiorl zuch as timbcr cunin& removal ofpverhead cover (especially near the ground,
such as shade tolerant trees in understory), removal of large diameter coars€ woody debris
(Ruggerio et. d. 1994). lvlartins avoid non-forest openings. Other processes atrecting martin
are human exploitatiorl for instancc, rapping for fur. Flstoric distribution is unknown for the
pine martin in Jackson Creelc However, most of the currently occupied marth habitat in
Jackson Creek is in wilderness and LSR Roads in the LSR have the least density than other
parts of the watershcd. Howwer, a reduction of roads in the LS& particularly those in
preferred riparian areas would benefit the martin.

Fisher

The fisher is associated with low elevation late zuccessional habitat (large snags and coarse

woody debris and high canopy closure) but not necessarily old growth forests (FEN/[AT 1993)

and is a category 2 federal candidate for listing as Threatened or Endangered by the USFWS.
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Processes affecting fisher are timber harvest, roads, human disturbance and human exploitation

(trapping and ,possibly, predator and porcupine control poisoning) (FEMAT 1993, ODFW
lg92). Though trapping and poisoning have often been identified as the main reasons for
population declines, studies conducted in areas where trapping hasn't occurred since the

1950's, have shown declines and lack of recovery from extensive logging (Ruggerio et. al.
1994). Fisher appear to be sensitive to forest fragmentation.

Current populations in Oregon are unknown but believed to be small (ODFW 1992). Accounts
in the early 1900s suggest the species may have been common (ODFW 1992). ODFW (1992)
identifies trapping and strychnine baiting for other species, as the assumed cause of decline in
the early 1900s. But it does not explain why the fisher has not recovered. Trapping for fisher
was closed in 1939. However, trapping continues for other species and a few fisher may still be
trapped incidentally. Few recent observations have been made of this species on the Umpqua
Nationai Forest, the most recent having occurred on the Diamond Lake Ranger District
(ODFW I obs). There are no records of observations of fisher in Jackson Creek, though they
probably occurred historically. A survey conducted in the winter of 1994-1995, in cooperation
with ODFW, did not result in any fisher observations. However, it is possible that a population

exists in the Union Creek area, approximately 4 air miles from Jackson Creek watershed, on the

Prospect Ranger District of the Rogue River National Forest. The habitat where they have

been found consists of low elevation large tree, multistoried old grourth stands and riparian

areas.

Ruggerio et. al. (1994) describes a landscape scale home range, requiring extensive contiguous

blocks (mean lO,00O acres; range 4800-20000 acres) of late successiond habitat below 4000

feet in elevation (though they will use higher elwation habitats in the summer). In geographic

areas which tend to accumulate snow, fisher select mature conifer forests, with high canopy

cover (7OYo), since their movements are restricted by deep snow. Since large snags are

preferred as natal den sites, their availability toay be a limiting factor. If disnrrbed, females are

very likely to move their litters, which could reduce reproductive success. Fishers are higbly

associated with forested ripuian area:L using riparian areas as travel corridors during both

summer and winter (FEMAT).

An estimate of historic and current population can be made using vegetation information. At

one time, the predominant feature of the Jackson Creek landscafe wiut a large, conligucius

patch of late successional forest, approaching 90,OOO acres in size, with a few smaller late

successional patches dispersed between some early successional patches and meadows

(discussed h the habitat section and detailed in the Current and tlstoric Vegetation section of

iiris reportl. Even though some parts of the large patch may have been in a'stem exclusionn

stage ;f stand developrnent, the predominant late successiond habitat and closed canopy forest

pr*ia.d the character and function of a large late successional patch (Harris 1984). It is this

condition which would have been suitable for a population of fisher in the drainage. Gven

fisher's home range size, approximately 20 fisher could have lived in the Jackson Creek

drainage. Gven pr.r.nt hatitat conditions, it is unlikely that more than 6 individuals could

occur. Most of the remaining habitat in the watershed is at higher elevations, which is not as

favorable to the fisher. Historically, the best habitat in the watershed for this species was the

valley bottom riparian habitats on the mainstem of Jackson and Beaver Creek and the more
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gentle upslope terrain. These areas are now networked with roads, which are probably
formidable barriers to travel and residency by the fisher

lv{aintaining or restoring the fisher to the Jackson creek watershed would require a significant
change in landscape pattern compared to the present condition. The greatest opportunity to
restore habitat zuitable for the fisher probably occurs in Beaver Creek drainage and riparian
habitats of Jackson Creek mainstem. The extensive area burned in the Bdaver Creek arson fue
is poised to develop into a fairly large patch of late successiond habitat in the next 80 years,
most of which is below 4000 feet and reclamation and restoration of riparian habitats would
return key habitat components.

Goshawk

There are 5 recorded observations of Goshawks in Jackson Creek but information has not been
well documented. Baseline surveys for goshawks have not occurred. One documented
goshawk nest in the Hamlin Prairie area displaced a nesting pair of spotted owls. It is expected
that this species will be adequately maintained in Jackson Creek watershed within the LSRs.

Pileated woodpecker

Pileated woodpeckers have also been observed in the watershed, but have not been well
documented or monitored. It is expected that with riparian res€rves, LSRS, wilderness and
buffers around special habitat ar@s, this species will be adequately maintained in Jackson Creek
watershed.

Great grey owl

The great grey owl is identified in the ROD as a survey and manage and protection buffer
species needing establishment of an LSR if found to reside in an area (ROD Section C). The
LSR involves maintenancc of adjacent late successional forest around nahrrd meadows to
maintain the species nesting habitat Great grey owls nest in mature/old growth stands in

mainly large old snags. They forage in openings where their primary prey, pocket gophers

reside. There is onc documented location of great gfey owl in the Mcholas Ranch area on the

north slope of Jackson Creek. Consi&ring42o/o of the special non-forest habitats have had

harvest of adjacent late zuccessiond forest, this species may have limited available nesting

habitat next to natural openings. Gven the extent of staggered clear cutting, and this species

preference for high contrast habitats (old growth and openings) this species may possibly be

nesting in other areas in Jackson Creek near complexes of late successional forest and clear cut

stands. Surveys for this species prior to design of projects willbe necessary.
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Northenr spotted owl

The northern spotted owl (NSO) is the most studied species in the watershed. The first record
of a sponed owl observation within Jackson creek watershed was documented in 1972. The
first nest was identified in 1978. With timber sale inventory beginning in 1989, and the
subsequent levelof increased survey intensity, most activity centers have been identified
between 1989 and the present.

There arc34 spotted owl activity centers in Jackrcn Creek watershed (27 pursand 7 resident
singles). Of those 34 aaivity centers, 16 occur on Matrix lands; another 16 occur in the LSR
and the remaining 2 centers are in the Rogue-Umpqua Divide Wilderness. Of the 27 actMty
centers which have pair status, l4 have been documented as reproductive.

Depending on the definition of "take", there are either five or seven sites which are below the
threshold for take. Under previous direction, there were three criteria used to waluate take,
based on acres of habitat within the home range radius of a pair or resident single. Under new
guidance, there is only one criterion. A core area for each activity c€nter in the mauix has been
designated.

Nesting, Roosting anO Foraging Habitet(NRF):

Of the 102,332 total acres in the Jackson Creek watershed, 39,460 acres are in NRF, with
12,691acres in matrbr, and 4594 acres in riparian reseryes. 50% of the LSR is in suitable NRF
condition (15,342 / 3 1,135 acres), and 6833 acres of NRF occur in the Rogue-Umpqua Divide
Wilderness. There are 3000 acres of non-capable habitat in the LSR:

Present Condition NSO Dispersal Habitat:

There iue no significant natural barriers to dispersal at the Jackson creek landscape scale.
However, the wilderness, which has large areas of marginally zuitable habitats and unsuitable
habitat, leaves a narrow corridor from Jackson Creek north to Castle Rock Creek. fu a basin
and province scalg this large LSR (LSR ffi222), which panidly falls within Jackson Creeh is

the larges! or one of the largest, in the network of late successiond reserves. LSR #0222

extends nofth into the Willamette National Forest and west into the Eugene and Roseburg
BLM Districts and South into the Rogue River National Forest. It is estimated that 49olo of the
watershed area is in I l/40 condition- This represents the lower ranges of the area in an I l/40
condition. Because extensive areas in Jackson Creek watershed have had partid cut harvest

treatments, and these stands were not considered in the 49/o estimzte, a substantid amount of

field verification of these partial cut stands is needed to further refine those estimates. When

these field verifications are completed, it is possible that up to 610/o of the watershed is

currently in I l/40 condition. It is apparent that riparian reserves and cores , rvhich only
account for 16-200/o of the area in the watershed, would not adequately support dispersal:
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One issue with regard to recovery of dispersal and NRF habitat is the species composition of
some regeneration units. Regeneration units may have unnafurally high amounts of ponderosa
pine, which is poor habitat for the northern spotted owl and its prey. This may involve up to
10,400 acres of regeneration units or considerably less.

The northern spotted owl, (NSO) is a federally listed threatened species. A set of questions and
answers for analysis and future USFWS consultation derived from 1994-1996 watershed
analysis guidelines (REo June 1994) are included in Appendix BB (Mldlife).

Additional Wildlife Issues

The following are significant wildlife issues in which analysis is presently incomplete:

Maintenance of Neotropical Migratory Bird Habitat and Populations

Data collection complete. Analysis incomplete.

Game Species Habitat Condition end Vulnerebility to Disturbance

Data collection 807o complete. Analysis incomplete.

Maintenance of Nesting and Foraging Habitat for Primary end Secondary Snag
Dependent Species

Data collection complAe. Analysis complete. Discussion in report incomplete. Note:
an evaluation of vegetation plot data generated a Desired Future Condition and
Recommendations (see appropriate chapters for DFC and Recommendations).

Viability of Threatened Endgngered end Sensitive Species

Data Collection incomplete. Analysis incomplete.
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Wildlife Habitat

The healthr and status of species populations are tinked to existing and historic habitat
conditions. Habitat analysis is used to estimate species occurrence, distributiorg and abundance
and to describe the ability of the watershed to provide habitat requirements. when Using habitat
to project species occurrence, distribution and abundance carries many risks Very little is
known about some species relationships to habitat requirements, for instance, the red-tree vole.
Habitat analysis , without baseline inventories, may provide an inaccurate picture of species
hedth and status, since other factors may be influencing occupancy and population dynamics.
Some of the inherent risks include:

o Habitat patches may or may not be occupied
. Populations may or may not be stable and interconnected
. Vegetation information is coarse and does not necessadly gve aR accurate description of

specific stand condition

The following Wildlife Habitat section continues to address the iszues summarized in the
introduction to the Mldlife Population section.

Ma intena nce o f Late Successional Species Populations/Communities

Late successional,(LS) vegetation information for lackson Creek watershed and wildlife habitat
modeling (Mellon 1994) were used to analyze habitat conditions for species goups I and 2,
which are described in detail in the Wildlife Populatioru section (pages )O(- )O0 under the
above stated iszue.

' Health is defined in USDA (19!4) Reinvention of the Forest Service: The Changes Begln, as:

"vigorous self re-newal", "resiliency and diversity of composition, structure, and function".
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Group l :  (Smal l  Mammals  and Amphib ians)

Results of suitable habitat modeling for this species group are summarized in Table 39, below:

Table 39. Small body-low mobilify species habitat condition in Jaclson Creek

Fragmentation is very high with few interior forest acres remaining. Interior forest patches are
isolated. Patch Conneaivity (evaluated zubjectively) is poor for the east/west section of
Mainstem Jackson Creeh and in WAAs AW,C, Q,&S,T,U,V,E. It is also poor between
WAAS M&N/B&C. moderate in WAAS D,H,I,J,K. Patch Connecti"ity can be characterized as
good only in WAA's F,G,X.{Figure 16}.

More detailed landscape pattern information is zummarized in the tlstoric Vegetation section
of this chapter.

Group I species have largely unknown life histories. Many may have clumpy distributions (red
tree vole, northwestern salamander) and one patch of apparently suitable habitat may not be
occupied while another may be a key sour@ area (Marcot et al.). Loss of occupied patches
increases species isolation by increasing the distance between interbreeding sub-populations and
reducing the ability of an area to rejuvenate when conditions become favorable. Loss of
apparently unoccupied patches becomes an issue when patch connectivity is poor or limited as
these areas provide suitable conditions for dispersal between occupied patches.

Species in this Efoup are affected by local climatic conditions which in southwest Oregon,
probably increase a.ffects of microclimate change in relation to patch size (higber temperatures,
dryer climate) (Gilbert and Allwine l99l). For these rqrsons a minimum zuitable patch size, of
100 acres was used for modeling habitat suitability. Though species may be found in smaller
patches, the habitat condition and population size is assumed to be less favorable as a source
area.

Historic Habitat Existinq Habitat
Suitable Agres 72.788 Suitable Acres: 32.265
Percent of total acres'. 71o/o Percent of total Acres: 31%
Percent qhange: 56%
LS Ripariail LUo LS Riparian:43o/o
#LS Patches: Very few, Large patches
One very large patch of 95,000 acres

#LS Patcfres: Many, small
patches
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Historically, the composition of LS habitat in Jackson Creek included an extensive patctr,
which was approximately 95,000 acres in size, and several smaller LS patches ranging between
100 and 300 acres in size. Since the entire watrershed is 102j32 acres, the landscape was
dominated by this contiguous block of LS forest. Mid-successional closed forest stands are
included with the LS as addressed here. Harris (1984) describes such a condition in unmanaged
stands as functioning as one large LS patch due to low edge contrast and high occurrence of
old growth structure throughout. This is supported in many of the unmanaged forest studies in
recent years in the Pacific Northwest @uggerio et. d. l99l).

To evaluate current patch isolation/connectivity for species which are poor dispersers, adjacent
suitable patches or linkage corridors (of adequate width to maintain zuitable microclimate
conditions), were assumed to be necessary to provide population connectMty. Map (Figure
l6) displays the location and connectivity of suitable patches. Figure l6 also shows those
portions of riparian reserves as described in the ROD which are too narrow to meet suitable
patch size (for some species) but presently have LS habitat (shaded black) and may for some
species, provide connectivity
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Figure 16. Group I Species (Small Msmmals and Amphibians) Current Condition of
Patch end Riparian Connectivity (See Figure 19 for Historic Condition).

fu refened to in the Wildlife Population section of this repor! plantations hauing unnaturally
high densities of ponderosa pine create unfavorable habitat conditions for those species which
evolved with the natural species composition tristorically occuning in these patches and. .

therefore thesc areas may retsrd recovery of species populations. As much as 10,400 or 50oh
of the regeneretion acres of plantations may have strch a condition and needs further
investigation Sec Figure 17 for map of plurtations needing further ass€ssment. Any stands
outside the naturd range of species composition are a high priority for species diversity
restoration to dlow wildlife population recovery.
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Figure 17. Map Plantations with PIPO in Reletion to Group I Species Late
Successional Patches

Occ u rrence/Distri bution/Abundance

Abundance and condition of group 1 LS patch habitat gives an estimate of species occurrence

and distribution. Amphibian sampling renrlts and prwious studies in the area (Gilbert and

Allwine l99l) suggest group I species are ganerally restricted to LS patches and may be rare in

other successional or m-anaged stands in lackrcn Creek. Species abundance is only a zublective

estimate without population informatiorl but it is probably reduced significantly, compared to

historic conditions, and may be absent in some zuitable patches.

Connectivity: (Figure l6)

The current condition of the landscape may have isolation processes occurring in WAAS C, W'

and A on the north side of Jackson Creeh and WAAS O, P,Q, & S, T, U, and V on the south

side of Jackson Creek. At a larger scale there is a wide band or gap which appears to separate

the upper half of Jackson Creek patches from the lower half running from north to south

through WAAS C, N, and M. There is also a highly disconnected east/west or upperAower

mainsrem corridor condition especially in the lower half and the north side of Jackson Creek.
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Riparian Reserves are highly fragmented with 43% in a LS condition. Most contiguous LS
riparian habitats are in the LSR (Figure l8). Roads in riparian corridors or high densities of
roads in upslope habitats a-ffect connectivity and effective patch size by reducing interior
habitat, increasing edge and associated microclimate effects and discouraging travel between
patches. There ate 572 miles of streams in riparian reserves, and I l0 miles of roads in riparian
reserves in Jackson Creek. Further, road densities equaling or exceeding 4 miles per squuue
mile likely significantly reduce upslope patch integrity and connectivity.

Figure lE. Group I Spccics Lete Succcssiond Petchcs rnd Relationship of Roads to

Connectivity end Futurc Pttch Siza

Modeting petch configuration end sbe delineeted by rogdr et e density of 4 miles per

squere mile crcetcs 160 ecrc prtchcs 1320 feet wide generating edge into most of the
patch (assumer most roeds run perellel to each othcr rt this density). Wherc density

reaches 6 miles per square mile patch size can bc reduced to <5&E0 acres genereting

small patches and ertensive edge effects

I noeos
E ure succEsstoNAL PATcHES
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Head of Beaver Creek and Fawn
Creek

T31S R1E Sect ions 7 8 9 16 17 18 19
20 30

Three Cabin/Devils Knob T31S RIW Sect ions 1 I  14 15 23
Between Whiskey CR. and Black
Canvon

T30S R1E Sections 15 16 20 21
Crooked CrlJackson Cr./Luck Cr

T30S R1 E Sect ions 2 11 14
Upoer Jackson Creek T29S R2E Sections 23 24 25 30
Coffin Butte/Jackson Creek T30S R1W Sections 23 2526 35 & 36
Winters Cr./Burnt Creek T30S R1W Sections 31 5 3
Pickett Butte/Pickett Prairie T30S RIW Sections 192829

Tabte 41. Some erees with densities >/= 4 miles per squtre mile in Jackson Creek are:

GROLJP 2: Medium Body sizemedium to high mobility species
(Fisher, pine mertin, goshewk, pileetcd wood pcckcr, northetn spottcd owl, greet grey

owl)

Since these species have large home range size and are able to utilizc a numb€r of patches

within their home range, they are affected by fragmentation and loss of interior late successional

habitat on the landscape and provincc scale rather than a patch or stand level.

Results of zuitable habitat modeling for this species groupt., zummarized in Table 41, below:

Patch Conneaivity (evaluated zubjectively) is poor for the east/west section of Mainstem

Jackson Creelq and in WAAs AW,C, Q,R,S,T,U,V,E. It is also poor between WAAs

M&N/B&C. moderate in WAAS D,EI,J,K. Patch Connectivity can be characterized as good

only in WAA's F,G,X.{See Map Figure HABI}.

Historic Habitat Existinq Habitat
Suitable Acres: 72.788 Suitable Acres: 29.336
Percent of total acses:71oh Percent of total Acres: 29%
Percent chanqe: 60%
LS Riparian:74o/o LS Riparian:43o/o
#LS Patches: Very few, Large Patches
One very larqe patch of 95,000 acres

#LS Patches: ManY, small
oatches

Table 41. Medium body sizemedium to high mobility species
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Fragmentation is very higtL with few interior forest acres remaining. Interior forest patches are
isolated. (Figure l0). ^ More detailed landscape pattern information is summarized in the
Historic Vegetation section of this chapter.

Landscape patterns

Landscape patterns have changed significantly in Jackson Creek watershed and have probably
reduced the occurrence, distribution and abundance ofgroup 2 species (Figure l9). Patch size
has changed from generally one large contiguous LS patch to 178 small patches avengSng22l
acres in size and a loss of 43,452 LS acres from a 102,332 acre watershed. A detailed spatial
analysis was completed for 4 strata of ecosystems in the watrershed, with the following results:

The North Side of Jackson Creek Ecosystem Stratum has 33% of its landscape in LS
condition and is highly Fagmented. The LS component in this e€cosssytem has changed
from a 'matrix' condition to a remnant 'patch' condition.

The Beaver Creek Ecosystem Stratum has22o/o of its landscape in LS condition and the
LS has changed from a'matrix' condition to a rernndlt 'patch" condition This was not
all due to the Beaver Creck arson burn in the 1920s. Analysis aerial photosgraphy from
the 1940's -1990's indicates that most of the remaining patches of old growth and
remnant large trees and snags after the burn were harvested in the 1960-1980s. Snags
were also felled in areas not harvested as a fire hazard reduction measure.

The Late Successional Reserve Ecosystem Stratum has the highest LS condition with
5lo/o in LS vegetation. A higher number of northern spotted owl activity centers are
located in this area. WAA E however, (which is partially in the LSR and therefore
included in this stratum) is mostly in early and mid-successional condition with a high
road density.

The Whisky, Soup, and Coffee Creeks Ecosystem Stratum bus3l%of its lurdscape in
LS condition and most of that is in WAAS N&O. WAA V has few remaining LS
patches.
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C U R R E N T

;d
HtsToRtc

S U C C E S S I O N A L  P A T C H

Figure 19. Current and Historic Suiteble Prtch Egbitrt for Group 2 Spccies (Fishcr,
Northern Spotted owl, Goshewk etc.)

Occu rrence/Distri bution/Abundance

Habitat for the fisher is extremely limited given the present coridition of the riparian corridors,
road densities, lwel of fragmentation and few remaining LS patches at lower elwations. The
LSR portion of Jackson Creek is the least fragrnented and contains the greater amountsofLS
habitat but it is still likely too small. The pine rnartin, pileated woodpecker, goshawk and

northern spotted owl reside in the drainage but probably at low numbers compared to historic
levels. Status of the great Itey owl is unknown.

Human disnrrbance processes zuch as noise generating activities and human interaction affect

this species goup in addition to vegetation and other naturd proc€sses. The fisher is probably

the most sensitive to human disturbance the pileated wood pecker, the least (and watch out for

the goshawk as you may be more affected than them!).
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Landsca pe Connectivity

Connectivity to the south is established with the LSR which traverses the Rogue-Umpqua
Divide over into a fairly large relatively unharvested, unroaded area in the Bitter Lick Creek
Drainage. The Bitter lick drainage is known to have a relatively high popualtion density of
northern sponed owls. Though the LSR extends north, connectivity ii narrow and reduced by
extensive harvesting in the Buckeye Creek and main South Umpqua Drainages. The Rogue-
Umpqua Divide wilderness area provides the narow connection much of which is high
elevation. The weakest connectivity condition appears to be low elevation late seral habitats.

Discussion in the above section for group I species regarding plantations with ponderosa pine,
riparian reserve condition, and road densities in riparian and upslope habitats also apply to the
fisher, the northern spotted owl, and pileated woodpecker.
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Hydrology

A pilot making the twenty mile flight up Jackson Creek in 1939 wouldnt have seen much
of Jackson Creek (water, rocks, or gravel bars), just a canopy of big trees blendhg in
with the hillslopes above it. Today, the creek is wider, lots of the big trees are gone, and
a road crowds the creek and marks its path. When a pavement roller tumbled into
Jackson Creek in 1986, the pilot flying fire observation overhead could see the water
zurface well enough to report the progress of an oil sheen downstream.

Jackson Creek became wider for many reasons. Before 1946, landslides from burned
areits on the Rogue Umpqua Divide flowed down Jackson and Falcon Creeks, opening
the canopy in Jackson Creek from its headwaters downstream. Although rivers can
narrow again and close their canopy, Jackson Creek has remained wide. The John
Rondeau Bridge, over South Umpqua River near the confluence of Jackson Creelg was
built in 1948 and by 1954 road construction had continued about 14 miles up Jackson
Creek. Right of way logging took trees out of the creek and offits banks in many places.
The floodplain deposits on the north side of the creek were the easiest places to locate
the road. The road fill raised the floodplain up out of annual floods, and clearing the
creek of natural deadfall trees kept the water in its channel. A na:rower, swifter stream
carved a wider active channel with less cover overhead. The results of this widened
channel were warmer water temperatures, fewer side channels and simplification of the
floodplain habitat for fistL amphibians and other widlife.

Like many Cascade mountain strearns, Jackson Creek flows in winter floods and zummer
trickles that you can step across. There are at least 570 miles of stream in the Jackson
Creek watershed, including 330 miles that only run in winter.

The water temperature reached 79 degrees Fahrenheit near the mouth in July 1994 and
most of the twenty miles of mainstem from the mouth to the confluence with Falcon,
Creek was warmer than 70 degrees. The most striking temperature change occurs I I
miles upstrearq where Squaw Creek enters the mainstem with water that's l0 degrees
cooler, and a volume that accounts for nearly half Jackson's flow . Like Bend Creek and
Castle Rock Fork elsewhere on the Umpqua National Forest, the waters from Squaw
Creek cools holes in the main creek where spring chinook adults hold in summer.

Even big streams like Beaver Creek drop to less than I cubic feet per second in late
summer. At such low flows, any water use, even fue tankers or domestic use, can dry up
important aquatic habitat or suck fish and amphibians into the pumps directly. Roads and
timber harvest may increase flood peaks by as much as 50%o. Jackson Creek has 560
miles of timber harvest roads, as many miles of road as there iue streirms in the
watershed.
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N{any of the landslides in Jackson Creek weren't caused by man's activity, but those that
were scoured more streams with debris flows. Two-thirds of the roads have been built in
Jackson Creek since the 1964 flood, and many culverts will plug in the next flood that
size. About 40% of the basin has been logged, but cuning was heavier on the less stable
earthflow lands north of Jackson Creek and west of Beaver Creek.

A summer water quality survey in 1994 found pH values of 9 in Jackson Creelg which
was iunong the highest readings of those taken in the North and South Umpqua and Linle
River. This high pH may signal stressful aquatic habitat conditioru which didn't exist
before channels were widend and the trees which shaded them were cut.

It will be a long time before water temperature and higher flood peaks are reduced, since
big conifers take a long time to grow, and the Jackson and Falcon Creek Roads will be
hard to change. Even big floods will only wash away parts of them where rip-rap fails to
protect the fills. The next big flood will cause landslides and debris flows in streams from
nahrrally unstable hillsides, and where roads cross streams or unstable sites.

Hundreds of miles of road have been built in the watershed and much less old growth
forest exists than before logging began We can remove portions of streamside roads, and
unstable road crossings and road ditches that cause the most damage, and some possible
causes of pH and related algae in streams can bt avoided.

Floods

Floods in Jackson Creek and the South Umpqua River are smaller than those in
Steamboat Creek to the north and West Fork Cow Creek in the coast range, partly
because rainfall is less. The U.S. Geological Suwey equations for floods in western
Oregon (USGS, 1979) give good estimates for flood peaks on ungaged streams with
drainage afeas greater than about a squiue mile in Jackson Creek The appendix
Streamflow shows measured 2-yeat floods of 5740 cubic fbst per second (cfs) and the
USGS equation predicts 6680 cfs, or 44 cfs per square mile in the 152 square mile
watershed above the gage.

A stream gagc on Jackson Creek recorded flows from 1955 to 19E6, and records on
other Umpqua rivers go back much farther. Floods in 186l and 1890 affected rivers
throughout the basin, although gages on the South Umpqua near Roseburg and the

Umpqua near Elllon indicate that these did not match the record flood of 1964. Jackson
Creek had "1O-year floods' or greater again in 1950, 1955, 1956 and the record 100-year
flood of 2 I , I 00 cubic feet per second on Decemb er 22, 1964. Other floods in l9 10,

I 916, 193 8, 1942 and 1945 might have caused landslides and damage to streams and

roads in Jackson Creek. See Appendix I for these data and streamflow statistics.
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A 25-year flood on January 15, 1974 damaged Jackson Creek Road at mile post 5 above
Beaver Creek. Emergency road repairs were made on almost 4,000 feet of road within
the annual banldull channel of the stream. Beaver Creek and other streams on the south
side of Jackson basin may have had even more intense flooding in 197 4, and in I 98 I ,
since these were much larger floods on Elk and Cow Creeks to the south.

Recently, a l0-year flood occurred in December 1983 on Jackson Creeh and high water
on January 9, 1995 reached about 8,000 cubic feet per second (ust under aS-year peak).

Annual, banKuU floods shape streams by building bars,and eroding and widening where
the strearn is constricted. Jackson Creek, like many streanns, got wider when it was
cleared of wood and the road pushed it against the opposite bank. It's not as clear
whether the annual floods have increase4 or if all stormflows 8re higher and put greater
water velocity through the simpler strearn channel we have today. Jones and Grant (1994
b ) found peak flows at least 40%oll$ter in western Oregon Cascade watersheds the size
of Jackson Creeh in all seasons, as up to 25yo of their af,e8 was cumulatively harvested
with roads. Christner (1981) found that a plot of the cumulative annual peak flows for
some of these basins got steeper (higher peak flows) during the years when timber
haryest increased. A similar plot of Jackson Creek does not show similar increased flows
at the mouttr, but leaves unanswered whether statistically significant increases occur when
all flows are examined (Jones and Grant, 1994 b),or whether tributary flows have
changed.

Channel Extension

Wemple (1994) showed that road ditches leading to strearu and gullies added to the
stream length in watersheds where peaks increased, providing one way that roads could
account for higher flow. She found approximately a 6ff/o increase over the winter
baseflow stream length (channel extension), from road ditches leading to surface
flowpaths of Blue River and Lookout Creek in the western Cascades. This is like having
600lo more streams than before roads were built and more efficient pathways to get flood
peaks downstream faster. [n fact, Jones and Grurt (1994 a) found flood peaks anived
sooner in small watersheds with roads.

In Jackson Creeh we estimated channel extension from roads ranged from?o/oto
ma:<imums of 40 percent in Deep Cut, Ralph and Tallow Creeks and 48%o in Whisky and

Soup Creeks (Appendix I). Most of Beaver Creek showed 27-35% channel extension.
The highest percentage of channel extension from roads occurred on eartmow
watersheds that had fewer streams, more roads, and more signs of bank and channel bed

erosion (Appendix V).
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Snow Accumulation and Melt

Some research shows that snow accumulation and melt is greater in forest openings,
including clearcuts and plantations less than 40 years old (Harr, l98l). It is difficult to
predict how the higher melt rates measured in open stands might result in higher
strearnflow, but basins with less forest canopy are more likely to experience higher flows
during wann storrns. The small Watershed furalysis Areas (WAA's) north of Jackson
Creek (WAA's A B and C) fired Chapman Creelq Deep Cu! Ralph Tallow and Two
lvfile Creeks, and have less than 35% of their area in closed (> 7V/o) canopy. Deep Cut
Creek, and the Fawn/Maverick tributaries of Beaver Creek, have closed canopies over
only l8 and l4%o of their watersheds). These are the strearns where the cumulative
effects of canopy removal and added road ditches are most likely to affect flood peaks
and aquatic habitat (Table a2).

Jones and Grant (1994 b) found no "threshold" of harvest level below which no peak
flow increases occur, just larger increases with more cumlative area harvested.
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Closed Canopy

Stream Name

(>70%l in Watersheds

Total

WAA Acres

of Jackson Creek

Ac % Closed
Closed
Canopy GanoPY

Lower Jackson
Deep Cut
Ralph to Two Mile
Middle Jackson
Upp€r Jackson
Lonewoman
Falcon
Abboft
Cougar
Crooked
Upper Squaw
Lower Squaw
Black Canyon
Whiskey SouP
lcomn
I
lSwitchback
lFawn Maverick

lPlpestone
lThree Cabin
lstampeoe Bumt

lwinters
lPicken

lsu*"vot Freezeout
lDonegan

B

D

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
o
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

4444
392E
6134
4100
3725
5070
51 53
304E
4907
50/2
6E10
3275
6082
2945
5143
3478
481 1
3224
3887
4021
2915
213E
3126
4345

1 549
705
1 5 1 0
2512
1880
4112
2754
2 1  1 0
4605
3335
5582
2333
3418
1 580
2A2t
2082
663
1722
2483
2054
1 1 1 E
1217
1 5 1 8
3399

35o/o
189,h
25%
6 1 %
500/6
82%
53o/o
6906
94%
e6%
82%
71%
56%
54%
5 1 %
59%
11%
53%
63%
5 1 %
38%
5 1 %
19%
78%

Total 1 02059 s6880 56%

Table 42. Percent of Watersheds with Closed Cenopy.

Only Lonewoman, Cougar, Upper Squaw, and Donegan Creeks have closed canopy

across SO-90 percent of their watershds, and these are in the late successional reserve.

Less than 60 percent of Beaver Creek tributaries are closed canoPy. Of thent'

Fawnfivtaverick and Winters Creeks have the least. Other Jackson tributaries range from

50-70Yo closed canoPy stands.

Cumulative effects evaluations will have to be made for individual activities in Jackson

Creek (Umpqua National Forest Land and Resource Management PlarL 1990)' Where

watersheds of streams have the least closed canoPy and stream channels are wide or

eroding, cutting more overstory canoPy or building more road will be more likely to

increai flood peaks and harm aquatic life (Jones and Gfant 1994 b). Appendix K gives

estimates of canopy and harvest history on high risk land throughout Jackson Creek'
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Low Summer Florvs

Jackson Creek and its tributaries can flow so low in late sumrner and fall, that a few
hundred gallons drafted out of the creek could be a substantial portion of its flow. In
August 1994, a tanker drawing 225 gallons a minute would have used l/2 the flow in
Beaver Creek's I cfs. Lots of streams with fish have lower flows than Beaver Creek and
local effects of water use can be devastating on all forms of aquatic life. Also, some
studies suggest that 20-year-old plantations and riparian hardwoods can use more water
than mature forests (Hicks, et d l99l), and wen slight reduaions in streamflow
throughout a basin can substantially reduce volume of water for fish.

Sumrner streamflow is a big factor atrecting fish in Jackrcn Creek. Most of the water is
present in Jackson Creek and Beaver, Squaw, Falcon and Lonewoman tributaries (Figure
20). Other tributaries are so small that they over-zummcr fish for often less than a mile of
lengtlq and sometimes in pools separated by dry streambeds. Almost 507o of Jackson's
sunrmer low flow comes from Squaw Creek and springs bclow Donegan Prairie. Beaver
Creek watershed (one fourth of Jackrcn basin) contributes less than l/10 of Jackson's
flow. In August 22-29, 1994, Jackson Creck flow was about 12 c& up to Squaw Creeh
where 5 cfs ertered the main strean Below Squaw, which can be l0 degrees (F) cooler
than Jacksor\ the addition of cool water and more flow offerc a mile or so of better
suslmer water conditions for aquatic life. Above Squaw Creek, Jackson flowed 5 cfs
through the flats between Ralph and Two lvfile Creeks. Falcoq Lonewoman and Upper
Jackson each added about I cfs (Appendix f). Of these, Lonewoman had the most flow
for its watershed area (Figure 20).

Notable low flows in the Umpqua basin occurred in l9l L, 1926 (the record at Ellcton
since 1905), 1973, 1977, 1992 and 1994. Jackson CreelCs record low of I I cfs was
probably a result of freeze-up the winters of 1976-77 and 1978-79 (flows only measrred
once). August 1994 flow was.l3 cfs, among the lowest on record, and it continued to
drop in September. The record.September 191I low flow on the South Umpqua was 20
cfs (about 3 times Jackson's flow).
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Channel Extent and Shape

Jackson Creek has approximately 570 miles of streanL estimated from field surveys of 54
miles of stream in six smallwatersheds (Table a3). We found from 3 to 5 miles of stream
per square mile of watershed, and used the eartMow and steeper landforms to estimate
stream length and location in the rest of Jackson Creek. Sixty percent of streams, or 330
miles, are intermittent streams that do not flow all year. This is the'winter baseflow"
network of streams showing signs of deposition or scour, that are likely to flow whenever
streams rise in response to stornui. We did not find the number of streams (5.6 mi/mi2 or
906 stream miles),that were estimated from topographic maps for Jackrcn Creek in the
ROD (USDA and USDI, 1994). See Appendix L for strearn class and miles in each
watershed analysis area (WAA).

A-fter comparing our estimated streams to those mapped in the field, we think project-
level mapping of intermittent streams will identify 160/o more stream lengtlL for a total of
660 miles of stream or 4.1 nnlrlr? (Appendix L). Streams we did not locate in the field
should be corrected on the GIS layer, wherr riparian reserves (USDA and USDI, 1994)
are located during project design. Additional riparian reserves will be located around
unstable areos and wetlands. Jackson C_reek is approximately a 6th order stream.

Jackson Creek Estlmated Wlnter Baseflow
Stream Network

Stream Class Miles
CLASS I Anadromous Fish

CLASS ll Resident Fish

CLASS ll l  Other Perennial

CLASS lV Intermittent

46.6
25.4
166.8
331.2

Total Stream Length 570

Basin Area (Sq Mi les)

Average Stream DensitY

1 5 9 . 9

3.6

Table 43. Jackson Creek Stream Ctass and Mites on GIS Stream Layer.

After landslides and debris flows above Lonewoman Creelg and down Falcon Creek

(probably during floods in 1942 or 1945), Jackson Creek looked noticeably wider. The

Jackson Creek road reached Two Mile Creek by about 1953 and reached L.onewoman
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Creek by the early 1960's. Disruption of the channel and bigger floods from 1950 to
1974 kept the stream from building a flood plain in widened reaches. With no sites for
trees to start to grow, the active channel and overhead canopy stayed wide. Road
construction in the floodplain (about 5 of the 21 rniles of road are built in the banidull
channel) constrained the annual floods and washed away bars where trees could grow
and stabilize the banks. Logs were salvaged from the creek, and they were no longer
available to build bars.

Streams get wider as the watershed area gets larger downstrearn and banlfirll flow
increases, especially in unconstrained reaches where bedload deposits and forms bars.
Bedload size (gravel, cobble) changes, too, on the bars where deposits are building. Six
bankfull crossections on Jackson, Lonewoman and Beaver Creeks showed channel width
increased from 35 feet on Jackson above Lonewoman, to 45 feet at Two Mile Creek, and
85 feet both above and below Beaver Creek (Appendix M). Lonewoman Creek, without
a strearnside road, showed apparently higher flow and n:urower width than lackson
Creek where they join. Lonewoman is much deeper for its narrower widtt\ and looks
like it on aerial photos. These widths are similar or less than widths on streams with the
same banldrll flow in Northern California and Idaho (Leopol4 1994), but apparently
wider today than visible on 1939 aerial photogaphs.

Some srudies have found channel bed material smaller rrs you go downstream (I-eopold
and others, 1964). On Jackson Creeh mean particle diameter (d5g) was 64 mm (coarse

gravel) at Lonewoman Creeh and larger (96 mm cobble) on Jackson at Two Mile and
near the mouth.

There were fewer fine particles less than 6 mm on the downstream Jackson Creek cross-
sections. The larger particle size downstream suggests higher stream power as a result of
a more efficient channel. This may be because the channel was straightened when the
road was built, wood was removed, and the strearn scoured to bedrock in the 1964 and
1974 floods. Sincc we don't know what channel and bedload measurements were
historically, bedload sizc may pot have gotten smaller downstreanr- Howwer, Dose and
Roper (1994) estimated that Jackson Creek may have doubled in width since 1937, and
stream surv€ys found large cobble today where gravel was present then.

Where banffiil flows are similar, Beaver Creek had almost twice as many fines as

Jackson Creek. Flows in lower Beaver Creek are not constrained and the banks of

earthflow tributaries have eroded to fill spaces benveen gravel and cobble with fine

sediment.
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Stream Temperature

We know that Jackson Creek is almost as wium as the South Umpqua near its mouth
Since 1978, the maximum summer water temperature, averaged over l4 days, has ranged
from 68 to 75 degrees. Mnimum temperatures are 5-8 degrees cooler, and can be over
70 degrees. Summer i 994 was one of the lowest flow, warmest water temperature years
on record. We found Jackson Creek has a few large flow tributaries that affect its
temperature (Upper Jacksorg Lonewoman, Falcon, Squaw and Beaver Creeks). On July
21, Jackson and Lonewoman quickly warmed from a mo<imum temperature of about 65
degrees to almost 70 below Falcon Creeh where both streams show a wide channel with
little shade. The stream was 76 degrees above Squaw, where lots of 66 degree water
flows in and creates a cooler 70 degree reach downstream. Water temperature above and
below Beaver Creek was 79 degrees around 3 pnL and only got down to 7l degrees the
next morning (See Figure 20 and 21. Appendix N).

Jackson Creek Temperature and Flow

July 21, 1994 lv{a,rimum Tcmpcraturc
August l9-Scpte.nbcr 15, 1994 -Flow

1t

1 5 ^o
lt

_ oa r t s
I

9 l r .

21 F=ffi]
l_cFlof(cFs) |

6

3 '
8&rl,.qrrqrra
t-s!|qr:lO

o^b,tt-dErqrutq

t 1 0 1 2

Miles from Mouth

Figure 21. Marimum temperature for July 21, 1994 and flows August-SepL 1994'

Lonewoman Creek is cooled by Triangle Creek' Squaw by Donegan Creek' and Devil's

Knob Creek cools Beaver Creik. These are all very high flow creeks that zupply most of

the water of Jackson Creek's main tributaries. Donegan Creeh especially, flowed 4 cubic
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feet per second in August 1994, a third of Jackson Creek's flow coming mostly from
springs below Donegan Prairie. Paradise Creek is a small creek that adds 2/3 cubic foot
per second above Two Mile, and like those mentioned already, must provide a cool
refuge for fish at its mouth.

None of the strearns on the north side of Jackson adds any significant flow to either wann

or cool the creek. There is little shade on most of the streams that still run in July, and
it's likely that these strearui are much warmer than before timber harvest began That's
very important to the fis[ amphibians, aquatic insects and plants in these tiny streams.
The only salmonid in many of them is cutthroat trou! a fish proposed for listing under the
Endangered Species Act.

The perennial streams of Deep Cut, Ralph-Tallow-Two Mile, and Fawn-Maverick
watershed areas (WAAs B,C and Q) have less than 20Yo of thek length shaded like an

old-growth forest (7QYo or greater canopy). Openings can occur because of timber

harvist, meadows, wide channels, or fires. Except in parts of the Late Successional

Reserve, the rest of the watersheds have less tl8n73% of their perennial stream length

shaded, and some have less than 50% (Table aa). This is surprising since plans to leave

shade buflers on streams during timber harvest has been cornmon practice since the mid

1970's. Unfortunately, much of the harvest occurred before theq wen some timber cut

recently was plurned before theq and some planned bufers may have been cut or burned.

Where not much timber has been cut in LonewomsL Abbott Cougar, and Squaw Creek

(WAA5 F, FL I, K, L, and X), more than 80olo of permnid stream length is shaded(Class

I, II, and III streams).
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